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8. Task 3.2.5- High Level Review of Forecast 
Operating Expenditure 

Scope 

8.1 RSMBC has been requested by QCA to: 

• benchmark Aurizon Network's forecast operating expenditure for 
the CQCN with relevant industry comparators; and 

• compare the forecast operating expenditure to historical 
operating expenditure at both the regional and system levels. 

8.2 As part of the above process, RSMBC has been requested by QCA to 
consider relevant submissions from QRC, Asciano, BMA and BMC 
and RTCA. 

Background 

8.3 Aurizon Network's proposed MAR for the UT 4 period includes an 
allowance for the following operating expenses. 

- . Ye1u ending Year ending Year en'dtng : Yea rending ' 
' 30 June 2014 .-3o J~nie 2015 3o 'June 2016 ' '30 June 2017 · 

· , 'forecast , ForecaSt ~Forecast · , Fore~ast , 
' UT4 .PrC)posed operating c~sts $'000 • 's·ooo ~·ooo s•ooo ~ 

Train control, safe'vvorking and operations 31,132 32,648 34,210 35,724 
Infrastructure management 15,935 16,630 17,344 18,039 
Business management 10,511 10,952 13,847 13,457 

System Vvide direct costs 57,578 60,230 65,401 67,220 

Corporate o~.ertleads 65,973 68,619 71,268 73,866 

123,551 128,649 136,669 141,066 

(In nominal dollars) 

8.4 In addition to the above, the proposed operating expenses for the UT 4 
include allowances for the following costs which have not been 
included within the scope of this review: 

• risk and insurance; 

• transmission connection costs; and 

• electricity on sell ing costs 

Benchmarking of Aurizon Network's forecast operating 
expenditure 

8.5 The scope of our review was constrained to an examination of those 
costs that can be directly or indirectly attributed to the provision of the 
rail services on the CQCN Systems. 

8.6 The costs of infrastructure maintenance and capital expenditure were 
explicitly excluded from the scope of the benchmarking. 

8.7 In undertaking our benchmarking, we selected ARTC's Hunter Valley 
Network in NSW and the Brookfield Rail Network in WA to compare 
key aspects of the cost structure for the CQCN with the cost structure 
for other similar operations on the basis that these two entit ies 
undertake similar activities within Australia and information on 
operating costs is publicly ava ilable for the operation of both networks. 

8.8 It should be noted that no two access providers are the same. 
Therefore, any benchmarking exercise can only prov ide an 
"indicative" comparison. 

8.9 We note that Aurizon Network operates a larger sized network than 
the ARTC Hunter Valley coal network, its closest comparative in 
Australia in terms of operational characteristics. 
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8.10 The Brookfield Network is smaller than both Aurizon Network and 
ARTC Hunter Valley and operates as a stand-alone network access 
provider. The ARTC Hunter Valley Network is part of a larger national 
network operation with ARTC also operates interstate freight rail 
networks. 

8.11 The Hunter Valley Network is also managed by the Hunter Valley 
Coal Chain Coordinator ("HVCCC"), which is responsible for day to 
day planning and scheduling and long term capacity planning. This 
contrasts with the CQCN, where Aurizon Network retains full 
responsibility for these activities and costs. From the publicly 
available benchmarking information, it is not clear to what extent the 
costs of the HVCCC are funded by ARTC and reflected in the 
benchmarking information. 

8.12 We consider that the variables applying to below rail access providers 
should not vary a great deal based on GTK, if the operations are of 
similar track length and complexity. 

8.13 We consider that the nature of operating costs within a business such 
as Aurizon Network would be largely fixed in nature. Any increases in 
costs would likely be 'step changes ' caused by increases in volumes 
or Network size constraining a function to above its current capacity. 
Operational differences impacting cost may include: 

• hours of operations, particularly train control may vary depending 
upon number of train paths. Whilst all of the companies reviewed 
are 24/7 operations, the number of panel operators required may 
be reduced at times; 

• level of automation may vary; 

• locations, such as control rooms, if in a remote area may present 
additional challenges than if located in a less remote area; 

• complexity of the operations could require more train controllers 
and more expensive equipment and supporting systems; and 

• UT4 forecast growth resulting in longer trains could, without 
corresponding changes in infrastructure, such as increased 
length of sidings and passing loops, make the operations more 
complex. 

8.14 Aurizon Network has identified a number of factors and differences 
between its operations and that of the comparable entities that also 
impact on the assessment of the benchmarking results including: 

• Aurizon Network operates a system with significant route 
electrification; 

• Aurizon Network's CQCN system is predominantly in a remote 
location and in a region which endures more extreme weather 
conditions compared with the Hunter Valley coal system resulting 
in higher operational complexity and costs; 

• Aurizon Network is part of a more complex supply chain structure 
when contrasted with the Hunter Valley coal system which 
interfaces with one port precinct which is governed by the 
HVCCC. The Central Queensland Ports have significant different 
operating modes which directly affect the capacity and operation 
of the Central Queensland Coal System. For example the 
Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal has a cargo assembly model which 
places significantly more strain and operational complexity onto 
the rail and mine components of the supply chain compared with 
the Hunter Valley; 

• lnterconnectivity of the four systems creates complexity with 
respect to access rights, cross system tariffs and operations to 
several terminals both domestic and export; and 
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• the introduction of short term transfers system will also add 
complexity to train scheduling. As a response to feedback from 
customers for greater flexibility in the management of access 
rights, including for the purpose of managing take or pay 
obligations, Aurizon Network has agreed with the proposal to 
introduce of a process to facilitate short term transfers, by 
enabling customers within a cluster (or within a short 
geographical distance of each other) to seek pre-approval of a 
transfer. 

8.15 For the purpose of the benchmarking, where applicable, comparative 
figures were adjusted to reflect 2013/2014 dollars. 

8.16 RSMBC has adopted the following methodology to undertake the 
benchmarking exercise: 

• we compared the final year UT3 actual operating costs to the first 
year UT 4 operating forecast costs; 

• we benchmarked the operating costs against the two comparable 
Australian rail access providers based on publicly available 
information; and 

• we established an indicative "Shadow" benchmark company 
using a bottom up cost approach, based on information not 
publicly available and based on the experience in operating 
railway networks of rail industry experts engaged by RSMBC as 
part of our review. 

8.17 The benchmarking analysis has been undertaken on the basis of : 

• total absolute dollars; 

• $/track km 

• $/train path (where information is available); 

• $/GTK (forecast); and 

• $/GTK (contracted); 

8.18 Aurizon Network's costs have been benchmarked on contracted 
volumes in addition to forecast volumes on the basis that Aurizon 
Network is required to be in a position to resource to contract or peak 
capacity levels. Aurizon Network is required to manage its operations 
to cater for contracted obligations, which will impact on Aurizon 
Network's ability to reduce costs when forecast volumes are below 
contracted levels. 

8.19 The following expense categories are included within Operating 
Costs: 

• Train control (costs including safe working and operat ions 
administration); 

• Infrastructure management (costs of infrastructure management 
which includes asset business and assurance management, 
electric assets management, telecommunication and signalling 
assets management, track and civil assets management, asset 
strategy and corridor asset management activities); and 

• Business management (costs related to regulation and policy, 
master planning, new business and major project activities). 

8.20 A separate total cost benchmarking exercise, including the overhead 
costs of AUrizon Network is set out in section 9 of our report. 
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RSMBC Findings 

Comparison of the final year UT3 actual operating cost to the first year 
UT4 forecast 

8.21 The table below sets out the actual operating costs and GTK for the 
final UT3 year (the year ended 30 June 2013) and forecast operating 
costs and GTK for the first year of UT 4. 

Operating Cost 
($million) 

Track Km 

Operating 
Cost/Km 

Train Paths 

Operating 
Cost/Train Path 

GTK- Forecast 
(million) 

Operating Cost! 
Forecast GTK 
(cents) 

UT3 
(2012/2013) 

54.815 

2 ,590 

$21,164 

43,292 

$1 ,266 

71,572 

0.077 

57.010 57.579 1.0% 

2,590 2,590 

$22,012 $22,230 1.0% 

43,292 47,372 9.4% 

$1 '317 $1 ,215 (7.7%) 

71 ,572 80,513 12.5% 

0.080 0.072 (10.0%) 

8.22 Operational costs for the final year of UT3 are based on actual costs 
provided by Aurizon Network, adjusted to reflect the different 
classification of utility costs in UT3 (included within operating 
expenses) and UT 4 (included within overheads) as discussed in 
paragraphs 8.126 to 8.129. 

8.23 There is an increase, in nominal dollars, in operating costs of +5.0% 
between the final year of UT3 and the forecast for year 1 of UT 4. 

8.24 Adjusting the final year of UT3 costs to 2013/14 dollars based on 
applying CPI of 2.5%24 to non-labour costs and a labour indexation 
factor of 4.5% 1 to labour costs results in a increase in real terms 
between the final year of UT3 and the initial year of UT 4 of 1.0%. 

8.25 We note that Aurizon Network forecasts an increase in GTK volumes 
of 12.5% between the final year of UT3 and the first year of UT4. 

8.26 Costs on a $/train path basis are forecast to decrease 7. 7% in real 
terms between the final year of UT3 and the fi rst year of UT 4. Costs 
on a $/forecast GTK are forecast to decrease 10.0% in real terms 
between the final year of UT3 and the first year of UT 4 

8.27 

8.28 

We consider that the nature of operating costs within a business such 
as Aurizon Network would be largely fixed in nature. Any increases in 
costs would likely be 'step changes' caused by increases in volumes 
or Network size constraining a function to above its current capacity. 
As an example, the addition of an additional train control board would 
result in the requirement for addition FTE numbers to operate that 
board on a 24/7 basis. 

A deta iled comparison of historical operating expenses and forecast 
operating expenses on a year by year basis is set out later in this 
section of our report. 

24 
Based on indexation factors used by Aurizon Network and set out in Volume 3 of the 2013 

Draft Access Undertakin g 
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Benchmark to other comparable rail access providers using publicly 
available information 

8.29 There is limited publicly available information on the financial costs of 
other below rail operators. Additionally, there are potentially 
inconsistencies in the available information in relation to the 
classification of costs. In undertaking a benchmark of Aurizon 
Network's proposed UT 4 operational costs, the following below rail 
access providers have been identified and benchmark operational 
cost comparisons estimated based on publicly available information, 
or through discussion with representatives within the companies: 

• Brookfield Rail25
; and 

• ARTC (Hunter Valley)26
. 

8.30 For the purpose of this comparative, the selected provider's sourced 
figures were adjusted to reflect 2013/2014 dollars based on the CPI 
and wage indexation factors used by Aurizon Network and set out in 
Volume 3 of the 2013 Draft Access Undertaking. 

8.31 We note that the above two rail access providers formed the basis of 
the benchmarking undertaken as part of the assessment of UT3 
operational expenses. 

8.32 Both companies are large rail access providers within Australia, with 
significant freight components. We note that both of the rail 
operations utilised as benchmarks are smaller in terms of Track Kms 
than Aurizon Network's rail network. 

25 
Source: PwC review of West net Rail's 2009 Floor and Ceiling Costs report. ( table 12, 2009 

recommended costs) 

26 
Source: ARTC Application- HVAU 2010- Hunter Valley Forecast 2011-2019 (public 

version) 

8.33 We further note that there are a number of inconsistencies between 
the two access providers selected and the Aurizon Network operation. 
These include: 

• Brookfield Rail data is not available for the same t ime period and 
therefore needed to be adjusted to 2013/14 dollars; 

• different freight mix and volumes; 

• Brookfield Rail and ATRC (Hunter Valley) operations are both 
smaller than Aurizon Network's; and 

• only high level cost information is publicly available and 
therefore, we are unable to confirm the consistency of 
classifications (fo r example, what costs are included in 
maintenance as opposed to asset management). 

8.34 The benchmark costs utilised in relation to ARTC (Hunter Valley) were 
based on forecasts prepared in 2010 as part of the 2010 Hunter 
Valley Access Undertaking application and ACCC review. The 
information was presented in calendar years. Therefore, to match 
financial information with the financial years utilised by Aurizon 
Network, the ARTC (Hunter Valley) benchmark information was based 
on the average forecast costs for the year ending 31 December 2013 
and the year ending 31 December 2014. 
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8.35 We have been unable to undertake a benchmarking of costs against 
ATRC (Hunter Valley) and Brookfield Rail on a $/train path basis, as 
train path information for both entities is not publicly available. We 
have been unable to undertake a benchmarking of costs against 
Brook Brookfield Rail on a $/contracted GTK basis, as contracted 
GTK information for Brookfield Rail is not publicly available 

8.36 The following table summarises the results of the benchmarking 
exercise. 

Operating Cost 
($million) 

Track Km {estimated) 

Operating Cost I Track 
Km 

Forecast GTK (million) 

Operating Cost I 
Forecast GTK 
(cents) 

Contracted GTK (million) 

Operating Cost I 
Contracted GTK(cents) 

(in 2013/14 real dollars) 

27 
Source: Aurizon Network 

57.58 

2,667
27 

$21 ,590 

80,513 

0.072 

107,1.38 

0.054 

Brookfield 
Rail 
(2009 adj) 

14.33 

1,997
28 

$7,176 

23,532 

0.061 

N/a 

Nl a 

28 
Source: ARTC Hunter Valley business presentation dated March 2012 

ARTC Hunter 
Valley 
(Avg 2013/14 
forecast) 

29.73 

1,336
29 

$22,252 

43,309 

0.069 

43,30930 

0.069 

29 
Source: Economic regulation Authority, WA, Final Determination on the Proposed 2009-2010 

Floor and Ceiling Costs (30 June 2009) . 
30 

Based on ARTC Explanatory Guide 2010 HVAU -Appendix 7- ARTC revised Interim 
Indicative Access Charges which explains that forecast volumes arebased on expected contract 
volumes. 

8.37 No adjustment has been made to reflect differences in operations or 
structure between the selected comparatives. This would entai l further 
detailed analysis. Therefore, the comparatives can only be considered 
indicative. 

8.38 On a $/track km and on a $/GTK basis, Aurizon Network's forecast 
operating costs are broadly consistent with ARTC (Hunter Valley) . 
Brookfield Rail's operating costs are significantly below both Aurizon 
Network and ARTC (Hunter Valley). 

8.39 Further detailed analysis of the selected operations would be required 
to ascertain the reason for the variance between Brookfield Rail and 
the other two operations. 

Indicative "Shadow" benchmark 

8.40 In establishing the indicative "Shadow" benchmark with the assistance 
rail industry experts engaged by RSMBC as part of our review, we 
have: 

8.41 

• estimated the number of staff and average labour costs 
required based on functions, as a below rail I infrastructure 
manager, to manage the CQCN business as a standalone 
entity together with associated running costs. This is based on 
the experience the rail industry experts in leadership and 
executive management roles on railways; and 

• tested the reasonableness of the above using confidential 
information with comparable railways to which our rail industry 
experts have access. Due to the confidential nature of the 
information utilised, we are unable to disclose the details of 
these comparable railways. 

A number of adjustments were applied to the "base" cost model 
developed in order to reflect the current operational structure of 
Aurizon Network. 
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8.42 The key adjustments within Operational Costs reflected: 

• additional staff required due to the largely manual operation 
and management of yards; 

• duplication and impact of remoteness of operation of control 
rooms; and 

• higher level of activity apparent in HS&E than is assumed as 
being required for a similar sized operator. 

8.43 We consider that the above matters represent opportunities where 
future operational expenditure savings may potentially be generated. 

8.44 The indicative Shadow operator comparatives are adjusted to reflect 
the same track length, UT 4 GTK and costs in 2013/2014 dollars. 

Benchmark. summary 

8.45 The table below sets out a comparison of the 2013/14 UT 4 forecast 
and the indicative "Shadow" benchmark. 

Track Km 

Operating Cost 
($million) 

Operating Cost I Track 
Km 

Train Paths 
Operating Cost I Train 
Path 

Indicative 

Shadow 

2,667 

52.83 

$19,809 

47,372 

$1 ,115 

UT4 (2013£14 

forecast) 

2,667 

57.58 

$21,590 

47,372 

$1,215 

UT4 v Shadow 

9.0% 

9.0% 

9.0% 

8.46 The cost differences of operating over the same length of track is 
about 9% less for the indicative "Shadow" operator when compared to 
UT4. 

8.47 The above difference should be considered on the basis that the 
benchmarking operation undertaken has been primarily a desk-top 
exercise. Therefore the above benchmarking should be considered 
as indicative only. 

8.48 A full operational and organisational analysis of Aurizon Network 
operations would be required to arrive at firm conclusions with regard 
to an efficient operating model for the Aurizon Network. 

Consideration of Stakeholder Submissions 

QRC,BMAIBMC & RTCA- Use of ARTC as a benchmark entities 

8.49 QRC BMAIBMC have submitted that ARTC should be utilised as a 
because ARTC is a very similar business to Aurizon Network and that 
cost information on ARTC is publicly available through regulatory 
processes. 

8.50 RTCA has also recommended that ARTC along with Queensland Rail 
should be utilised as benchmarks. 

RSMBC Comments 

8.51 RSMBC has utilised ARTC (Hunter Valley) as a comparable 
benchmark entity. In considering the results of this benchmarking, the 
factors outlined in paragraphs 8. 8 (page 90) to 8.14 (page 91) need to 
be considered. 

8.52 RSMBC has not utilised Queensland Rail as a benchmark on the 
basis that Queensland Rail's operations include a significant 
proportion of passenger transit and therefore, in our opinion, are not 
as directly comparable. 
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Conclusion 

8.53 This benchmarking exercise has a number of constraints that need to 
be recognised. In particular, that quality and level of information for 
the comparative below rail access providers is limited. 

8.54 The key points noted from our benchmarking of operational 
expenditure were: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The comparative cost per operating Track Km and per 
forecast GTK between ARTC (Hunter Valley) and Aurizon 
Network are materially consistent ; 

The comparative cost per contracted GTK between ARTC 
(Hunter Valley) and Aurizon Network is 21.8% lower; 

The comparative cost per operating Track Km between 
Brookfield Rai l and both ARTC (Hunter Valley) and Aurizon 
Network is significantly lower; and 

The comparative costs for our benchmark "Shadow" is 9% 
lower than Aurizon Network's forecast costs. 

8.55 Based on a desktop benchmarking exercise the ability to drill down 
further is limited. 

8.56 We consider that, whilst there may be some justifiable reasons for a 
differential between the indicative "Shadow'' benchmark costs and 
Aurizon Network's proposed operating costs, there may also be 
potential opportunities for Aurizon Network to reduce operating 
expenditure, particularly in relation to control room operations and the 
management of yards. 

8. 57 Should OCA consider that further investigation and justification of both 
the difference between our indicative "Shadow'' benchmark costs and 
the possibility for further operational savings, we recommend that a 
more detailed review, including site visits, be undertaken. 

8.58 Based on the above benchmarking exercise, the proposed 
Operational Costs do not appear unreasonable. 
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Comparison of forecast operating expenditure to historical 
operating expenditure 

Work undertaken by RSMBC 

8.59 We have performed the following: 

• obtained from Aurizon Network historical financial information in 
a format consistent with the classification and presentation of the 
UT 4 forecast operating expenditure; 

• 

• 

• 

prepared an annual summary, for both the total operating costs 
and for each cost category, comparing the historical costs of UT3 
and the forecast costs of UT 4 both on the basis of absolute 
dollars and dollars per train path; 

where there was a significant variance in costs, either in terms of 
an agreed materiality level, or in terms of a movement of+/- 5%, 
we requested an explanation for the variance from Aurizon 
Network; and 

we assessed the responses from Aurizon Network for 
reasonableness and requested further supporting documentation 
where considered necessary. 

RSMBC Findings- Corporate Costs 

8.60 As the corporate costs included in the proposed MAR for the UT4 
period represent an allocation of Aurizon Holdings' total group 
corporate costs, we have undertaken an analysis of corporate costs at 
the Aurizon Holdings' total cost level. 

8.61 We have then considered the implicati ons of any findings from our 
review on the allocation of costs to Aurizon Network, based on the 
corporate cost allocation methodology (as reviewed in section 3 of this 
report). 

8.62 In comparing the historical corporate costs of Aurizon Holdings over 
the UT3 period to those utilised as the basis for forecasting the UT 4 
corporate costs, Aurizon Holdings' management has also raised the 
following that has been considered within our analysis: 

• the corporate costs for FY11 include a number of costs relating 
the IPO of Aurizon Holdings on the ASX; and 

• in December 2012, Aurizon Holdings commenced a restructure 
to consolidate all corporate overhead services into centralised 
divisions that provide shared services across the Aurizon 
Holdings group. This has resulted in a number of costs 
previous ly recorded within above and below rail business units 
now being reported within corporate costs. 

8.63 As we have only been able to analyse corporate costs at the Aurizon 
Holdings group level, we have not analysed these costs on a system 
or a $/train path basis. Given the nature of corporate costs we do not 
consider that this analysis would have had a material impact on our 
findings. 
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8.64 In addition to the historical costs for the UT3 period, Aurizon Holdings 
has also provided us with budgeted costs for 2013/14 based on the 
latest Aurizon Holdings' corporate plan. We have, therefore , also 
considered this information in our analysis. 

8.65 The table below summarises, by function, the actual corporate costs 
of Aurizon Holdings for the 3 years ended 30 June 2013, the 
corporate costs allocated to Aurizon Network in the UT 4 submission 
(FY 2013 forecasts) and the budgeted corporate costs for the year 
ended 30 June 2014. 

Year eiided ,· Year ended Y&ar encte•d ,~ UT4 y";u 'endl;:.g r 

I -:;JO June 2011 30 June 2012 - 30 June 2013 9ubmls.son ~ XI June 2014 
• • . .. ... • .Ac:tual : . Actual • AC1l.lal J . Forecast .' ' · Budge't 

11 

_Aurtzon~ol~tngs-CorporateCostAnatv~s _ ~~00 . S'Q!?O .. ~~ ~ _ $'0~ · _·4 s~o , 

Oescrition 

Finarl:e 
General Counsel am company Secretay 
Internal Audit <Yid ERM 
Information Tectrology 
Ht.rn <Y~ Resot.rees 
Safety Health & E n~ronmert 

Enterp'ise Real Esta:e 
Ertervise Proct.remert 
Erterp-ise Straegy ard Bra1ding 
CEO and Board 
Nmbenchmarked Functions 
Corpcrate Strategy 
UnaOocated 

Total 

Less: One off abnamal costs 
Add: Rea estate costs included in 2013 pre.Acusly rep:~rted 

in busi~ss Lllit di\.is icns 

Total adjusted corporate costs 

Source: Aurizon Holdings Management 
In nominal dollars 

8.66 Corporate costs have been amended for one off abnormal costs as 
set out below. 

Year 

30 June 2011 

30 June 2013 

UT 4 submission 
forecast 

$'000 

161,700 

68,827 

$91,357 

Details 

• $44 million relating to 
restructuring and 
separation of the 
discont inued business; 

• $55 million relating to one 
off payments to 
employees under 
enterprise agreements 
and incentives schemes 
for management and 
employees on listing; and 

• $63 million relating to 
redundancy costs 

$96 million relating to 
redundancy costs; and 

($27) million received in 
relation to the refund of stamp 
duty paid in 2010 

Estimated redundancy costs 

8.67 Total corporate costs for the years ended 30 June 2011 and 30 June 
2012 are adjusted to include real estate costs that have been included 
as centralised costs during the year ended 30 June 2013 and 
onwards, but were included in divisional costs in prior years. 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

8.68 An analysis of the movement in costs of each of the functional areas 
of Aurizon Holdings is set out below. 

Finance 

One off abnormal 
costs 

30-Jun-11 

Aurizon Holdings'- Finance Costs 

30-Jun-12 30-Jun-13 
Period 

UT 4 submiSSion 30-Jun-14 

8.69 Finance costs for FY 2011 included a number of one off abnormal 
costs in relation to restructuring costs, staff bonuses paid on listing 
and redundancy costs. 

8. 70 FY 2012 also included a number of large cost items that were 
reallocated to operating functions in FY 2013 resulting in a significant 
decrease when comparing FY 2013 (~million) and FY 2012 
(~million). These include depreciation costs, asset impairment 
expenses, leave adjustments and bonuses. 

8.71 Actual costs for FY 2013 were circa ~illion below the forecast FY 
2013 costs used as the basis of the UT 4 submission. 

8.72 Budgeted costs for FY 2014 (~million) are circa $4.2 million lower 
than the forecast FY 2013 costs (~million) used as the basis of 
the UT 4 submission and ~million below actual costs for FY 2013 
(~million). 

8.73 The reduction is primarily due to : 

8.74 

• Aurizon Holdings targeting cost reductions in the finance area of 
circa Wnillion; and 

• Fringe Benefit Tax expenses of circa Wnillion being allocated to 
other functional divisions instead of all being recognised in 
finance costs. 

The corporate costs utilised to allocate costs to below ra il operations 
over the UT 4 period make no allowance of the targeted cost 
reductions of circa ~illion. We consider that it would not be 
unreasonable for an adjustment to be made to the UT 4 corfXJrate 
overhead costs to include an allocation of these forecast cost savings. 
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General Counsel and Company Secretary 

Aurlzon Holdings' -General Counsel and Secretarial Costs 

30-Jun-1 1 30-Jun-12 30-Jun-1 3 

Period 

UT 4 submission 30-Jun-14 

8.75 General counsel and company secretarial costs for FY 2012 (~ 
million) increased significantly on costs of FY 2011 (~million) as a 
result of: 

• increased company secretarial costs following listing of the 
company on the ASX; and 

• centralisation of legal services. 

8.76 General counsel and company secretarial costs for FY 2013 (~ 
million) increased on costs of FY 2012 (~million) as a result of 
increased external legal fees for major projects, including the UT4 
submission and Standard User Funding Agreements. 

8.77 Actual costs for FY 2013 were circa ~million below the forecast FY 
2013 costs used as the basis of the UT 4 submission. The difference 
primarily relates to share regist ry costs. The 2013 forecast costs were 
based on the assumption of a higher shareholder base than actually 
eventuated. Aurizon Holdings' management advised that the FY2013 
share registry costs are more reflective of the expected future costs, 
with this being reflected in the FY 201 4 budget, which is in line with 
FY 2013 actual costs. 

8. 78 Based on the ab.ove, the general counsel and corporate secretarial 
costs utilised as the basis of allocating costs to below rail activit ies 
appear overstated by ~ million. We consider that it would be 
reasonable that an adjustment be made to the UT 4 corporate 
overhead costs to include an allocation of this overstatement. 
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Internal audit and enterprise risk management 

Aurizon Holdings' - Internal audit and Enterprise Risk 
Management Costs 

30-Jun-11 30- JJ n-1 2 30-Jun-1 3 

Period 

UT 4 submission 

• lntemal audit costs • Enterprise nsk management costs 

30-Jun-14 

8.79 Internal audit and enterprise risk management costs for FY 2013 (~ 
million) increased on costs of FY 2012 (~illion) as a result of the 
centralisation of services into corporate cost centres . 

8.80 Actual costs for FY 2013 were circa ~illion below the forecast FY 
2013 costs used as the basis of the UT 4 submission However FY 
2013 enterprise risk management costs included a o~e off ' 
credit in relation to the reduction in workers compensation provisions. 
Excluding this accounting adjustment, actual costs were ci rca •••li below the forecast FY 2013 costs. 

8.81 FY 2014 budget costs (~illion) are in line with FY 2013 forecasts, 
after adjustment for indexation. 

Information technology 

Aurizon Holdings' -Information Technology Costs 

30-Jun- 11 30-Jun-12 30-Jun-13 

Period 

UT4 subm1sslon 30-JJn- 14 

8.82 Information technology costs for FY 2012 (~ 11illion) decreased by 
9% compared to information technology costs for FY 2011 (~ 
million) as a result of Aurizon Holdings' implementation of cost 
reduction measures (primarily outsourcing) following the IPO of the 
company on the ASX. 

8.83 Information technology costs for FY 2013 (~million) increased by 
16% compared to information technology costs for FY 2012 (~ 
million) as a result of the centralisation of IT costs into the Aurizon 
Holdings corporate area. A significant proportion of the increase 
relates to the recognition of the telephone backbone expenses within 
corporate overheads in FY 2013. These costs were previously 
included in Aurizon Network's infrastructure management overheads. 

8.84 FY 2014 budget costs (~ million) are in line with FY 2013 
forecasts, after adjustment for indexation. 
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Human resources 

Aurlzon Holdings'- Human Resources Costs 

30-Jun-1 1 30-Jun-1 2 30-Jun-1 3 

Period 

Redundancy costs
excluded from 
corporate cost 

allocatlon 

UT4 submission 30- Jun-14 

8.85 Human resource costs for FY 2012 ($ rtillion) increased 
compared to FY 2011 (~million) as a result of: 

• 

• 

one off costs of ~million in relation to the project to design 
and implement the functional organisational structure; and 

increases in share based payments to senior management 
following the company's IPO. 

8.86 Human resource costs for FY 2013 (~ million) decreased 
compared to FY 2012 (~million) as a net result of: 

• the one off project as discussed above in FY 2012; 

• an increase in group bonus payments; and 

• a decrease in annual leave and long service leave provisions. 

8.87 Forecast FY 2013 costs used as the basis of the UT 4 submission 
included ~ill ion of fo recast redundancy costs. These costs were 
excluded from the corporate cost allocation to below rail activities. 
Excluding these costs, FY 2013 forecast costs (~ million) were 
slightly below FY 2013 actual costs (~million). 

8.88 FY 2014 budget costs (S r1illion) are forecast to be 14.0% higher 
than FY 2013 actual costs (~ million) with the increase in costs 
related to annual leave and long service leave adjustments 
recognised in FY 2013 not being included in FY 2014 as they 
represented a one off adjustment. 

8.89 On the basis of the above, we consider that the human resources 
costs used as the basis for the UT 4 submission were understated, 
based on the FY 2014 budget costs by circa • mill ion. 
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Safety, health and environment 

8.90 

8.91 

8.92 

Aurlzon Holdings' -Safety, Health and environment costs 

30-Jun-11 30-Jun-12 30-Jun-1 3 

Period 

UT 4 submission 30-Jun- 14 

Safety, health and environment costs for FY 2012 (~million) 

decreased compared to FY 2011 - million) as a result of a 
decrease in consultancy fees paid during the year offset, in part, by 
increased depreciation charges. 

Safety, health and environment costs for FY 2013 (~ million) 
decreased further, as a result of Aurizon Holdings concluding a 
project with DuPont in FY 2012. DuPont were engaged to assist 
Aurizon Holdings with its Zero Harm Initiative. 

Forecast FY 2013 costs used as the basis of the UT4 submission 
(~ million) were 35% higher than FY 2013 actual costs (~ 
million) and 16% higher than FY 2014 budget costs. The variance is 
primarily a result of: 

• reductions from a drive to cut costs, including discretionary 
spending on professional fees, travel costs and labour costs 
(circa ~illion); 

• licence costs of anillion being recognised within the operating 
business functions instead of within corporate overheads; and 

• the deferment of a national level crossing safety campaign which 
was delayed until FY 2014 and had budgeted costs of circa ~ 
million. 

8.93 The corporate costs utilised to allocate costs to below rail operations 
over the UT 4 period make no allowance of the targeted safety, health 
and environment cost reductions of circa ~ r lill ian. These cost 
savings relate to cost centres that have been classified as providing 
shared services to above rail and below rail activities. 

8.94 We consider that it would be reasonable to include an adjustment to 
the UT 4 corporate overhead costs to include an allocation of these 
forecast cost savings. 

Enterprise real estate 

8.95 Over 95% of the FY 2013 enterprise real estate costs relate to above 
rail activities. The enterprise real estate costs allocated to below rail 
activities have been calculated by Aurizon Network on the basis of the 
costs that relate to properties occupied for the purposes of providing 
below ra il services. 

8.96 Circa 80% of the enterprise real estate costs allocated to below rail 
activities relate to Aurizon Network's Ann Street office within the 
Brisbane CBD. 

8.97 Given that the majority of Aurizon Holdings' enterprise real estate 
costs relate to above rail activities, and the historical and budgeted 
movement in those costs relates to above rai I activities, we have not 
undertaken a review of the historical and budgeted Aurizon Holdings' 
enterprise real estate costs. 
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Enterprise procurement 

Aurlzon Holdings' -Enterprise Procurement costs 

30-Jun-11 30-Jun-12 30-Jun-13 
Period 

UT 4 submiSSion 30-Jun-14 

8.98 Enterprise procurement costs for FY 2013 (a r lillian) increased 
compared to FY 2011 (~million) and FY 2012 (~million) as a 
result of the centralisation of procurement costs within the functional 
organisational model. 

8.99 Forecast FY 2013 costs used as the basis of the UT 4 submission 
($ 1 lillian) were 25% higher than FY 2013 actual costs ($ .. 
million). The variance was primarily a result of a reduction in actual 
labour and on costs compared to forecast as a result of a number of 
budgeted positions being vacant throughout FY 2013. 

8.100 Budgeted costs for FY 2014 are $ 1 lillian, representing a 37% 
increase compared to actual costs for FY 2013 and a 9.8% increase 
over FY 2013 budget. The increase in costs primarily relates to 
increases in forecast labour and related on costs, increases in 
contractor costs and computer software licensing. These increases 
relate to work on the E-catalogue solution. This project addresses the 
requirement to load newly contracted goods and services onto an 
easy to use self-service requisitioning platform. 

8.101 We understand that this is anticipated to drive contract utilisation and 
contract price compliance to ensure that negotiated savings are 
realised over the term of the contract. 

Enterprise strategy and branding 

Aurlzon Holdings'- Enterprise Strategy and Branding costs 

30-Jun-11 30-Jun-12 3(}.Jun-13 

Period 

UT 4 submiss.on 

• Enterprise branding costs Enterpnse strategy costs 

30-Jun-14 

8.102 The enterprise strategy division is a new division formed in FY 2013 
as a result of the new functional organisational structure. 

8.103 Actual FY 2013 enterprise strategy costs (- million) were 
marginally higher than forecast FY 2013 costs used as the basis of 
the UT 4 submission. 

8.104 Actual enterprise branding costs for FY 2013 (-million) increased 
by 82% compared to FY 2012 costs (~illion) . 

8.105 Aurizon Holdings has advised that the ongoing branding costs of 
Aurizon Holdings have increased since becoming a listed company as 
the branding team and strategy have been developed. However, 
Aurizon Holdings has not provided any justification of the underlying 
reasons that necessitate these cost increases. 
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8.106 Forecast FY 2013 enterprise branding costs used as the basis of the 
UT4 submission (:1 11illion) are 15% higher than FY 2013 actual 
costs (~million) . The variance is primarily a result of a reduction in 
professional fees as a result of the drive to reduce operating 
expenses. 

8.107 FY 2014 enterprise branding costs are forecast at a consistent level to 
FY 201 3 actual costs. 

8. 108 We consider that: 

• based on the actual costs of FY 2013 and budget FY 2014 costs, 
the FY 2013 enterprise branding costs used as the basis of the 
UT4 submission appear overstated by circa ~million; and 

• Aurizon Holdings has not been able to justify the additional 
branding costs incurred in FY 2013 and forecast in FY2014 
subsequent to becoming a listed company These costs amount 
to circa ~million. 

8.109 We consider it reasonable that an adjustment should be made to the 
UT 4 corporate overhead costs to include an allocation of the above. 

CEO and board costs 

Aurizon Holdings' - CEO and Board costs 

Period 

•Wages and other costs Consu~ancy costs 

8.110 Total Aurizon Holdings' CEO and board costs include significant 
consultancy costs in the FY 2013, FY 2013 forecast and FY 2014 
forecast years in relation to projects that are not related to the 
operation of the below rail network. These have been excluded by 
Aurizon Holdings from the allocation of corporate costs to below rail 
operations. 

8.111 Excluding these costs, actual CEO and board costs for FY 2013 were 
in line with forecast FY 2013 used as the basis of the UT 4 
submission. 
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Non-benchmarked functions 

Aurlzon Holdings' - Non-benchmarked functions costs 

Period 

FY 2014 
stretch target 

8.112 These costs primarily relate to innovation, national policy, enterprise 
records management, business sustainability and business 
improvement divisions. 

8.113 Costs in FY2012 (S nillion) reduced compared to FY 2011 (~ 

million) as a result of a reduction in consultancy costs associated with 
the innovation division 

8.114 Actual costs for FY 2013 were in line with forecast FY 2013 used as 
the basis of the UT 4 submission. 

8. 11 5 FY 2014 includes a negative amount of ~mill ion in relation to a 
stretch target This stretch target represents an overall corporate 
overhead cost saving that Aurizon Holdings' management is targeting 
in FY 2014. The saving has not been allocated to any individual cost 
centres. Additional stretch targets have also been incorporated within 
the Aurizon Holdings FY 2014 budget within specific general ledger 
accounts. The FY 2014 budget incorporates total stretch targets of 
circa .-nillion. 

8. 116 We note that no consideration was made in t he UT 4 corporate cost 
allocation of the above ~million stretch target. 

8. 11 7 We consider that it would be reasonable for a proportion of th is overall 
stretch target to be allocated to below rail operations. 

Corporate strategy 

8. 11 8 No corporate strategy costs have been allocated to below rail 
activities. 

Consideration of Stakeholder Submissions 

8. 11 9 No stakeholder submissions were identified that were re levant to the 
scope of the high level review of corporate overheads. 

Conclusion- Corporate Costs 

8. 120 Based on our high level review of corporate overhead costs, there are 
a number of adjustments we consider should be made to the 
corporate costs allocated by Aurizon Holdings to below ra il activities. 

8. 121 The impact of these adjustments will differ depending on the 
corporate cost allocation methodology adopted. This is discussed in 
section 3 of our report. 
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8.122 The table below sets out the impact of the proposed adjustment to the 
2012/13 corporate cost allocations based on: 

• Aurizon Network's original proposed corporate overhead 
allocation methodology; 

• replacing the blended rate allocations with a direct cost allocation 
methodology; and 

• utilising an alternative blended rate utilising directs costs instead 
of revenue, with other components remaining unchanged. 

: - r - Aun;~ Netwo~ Aun~on • .. • Alt~m~u~· 
_ _ · T c.tal Corporate . 1 Proposed - • Blended '\ D•rect Coo:: • Blended 

. . Paragraph ' · CostA<:Qustment Cost Allocation ' Rate Allocation · Rate 
.2012/1J corporate costallocauon - Reten:nce S'OOO 4 Method _ ... _ $~ r :!i~~ :.. __ $~' 

FTnarce 8.69 - 8.74 
Gereral coonsel 31d cr:rnpa-ry secretary 8.75 - 8.76 
Huma1 resotrCes 6.85 - 8.89 
Safety, health and erM/IDTlert 8.90 - 8.94 
Enterp:ise strategy and trardng 8.102 - 8109 
CM><lll CO)Jor<te o.err-eao stretcn ta-get • 8 115 - 8 117 

Source: RSMBC Calc~ations 
(costs in 30 June 2013 real tenn s) 

Blenred~Drect 
Blenrean:::.rect 
FlEs 1 

FlEs 1 

Re.m.Je' 
BlendeciiD'rect 

• ad)Ustmert based on ttef!il $2~000,CW strelcntargct ta-FY 2014 aqusted forCPI ot 2.t!'/o ($25.8 mllllmdivicro by 1025) 
1 FTE afJcccJ. m percentage remains JJ/Chatged 1..rr1er a/1 scenariOs 
2 FTE afkXEJ.m percent~ remains LTIChar'g:d I.Ider ail scenariOs 

8.123 For the purposes of the above table, we have demonstrated the 
impact of an adjustment representing 100% of the FY2014 stretch 
target. 
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RSMBC Findings- System Wide Direct Costs 

Analysis of aggregate costs 

8.124 Aurizon Network has split system wide operating expenses into the 
following divisions: 

• train control, safe working and operations; 

• infrastructure management; and 

• business management. 

8.125 The table below summarises, by division, the actual system wide 
costs of Aurizon Network for the 4 years ended 30 June 2013 and the 
forecast system wide costs for the UT 4 period in terms of absolute 
dollars and on a $/train path basis. The $/train path cost over the UT 4 
period is calculated based on both Aurizon Network's forecast train 
paths and, as requested by the QCA, a 10% reduction on Aurizon 
Network's forecast train paths to reflect a 1 0% reduction in forecast 
freight volumes. 

- • •• • .. - • • 6 • 

I Year ended ' Veu en::led • Vea1 cmed ' Ve.a1 ended Ve-•r er.:11ng Ve111 erllling VeitT eru11ng Year end1ng 
:10June2010 30June2011 110June2012 1tJJune:2011 30Jonc2014 • lOJune-2015 30June2016 lUJune2017 ~ 

AClui!l Adu~l • , AdUIII Actuill forec016t • foreu.t I FofiJU~ foreca~ 

tletWOflc OpeniJons Operut•ng Co~s . $1Ulll $'000 'f'IIUU $'UUO $'000 \'IIUU r ~ i 'UIIU • • L f'IIDO , 

Tl'l'llin cortrol , sai:!WJ~t;:~ ar.::t operations 

ntastruct~Xe m~ment 

Busiless mana,gem eft 

Tot! I Oper~~ting e11penses(excluding corponte 

29,084 

25,214 

10,112 

28.209 

20,002 

8.964 

27,395 

23,446 

8 ,21 1 

26,1 43 

15,815 

10,628 

31 ,132 

15,934 

10,512 

32,648 

16,629 

10,952 

34,210 

17,343 

13,848 

35 ,724 

18 ,039 

13 ,457 

overhead) ~~~~~~~~ 

Year on Year %change if1 cost (11 .2.%) 3.3% (9 .3%) 7.5% 4.6% 8 .6% 2.8% 

TrainJNths ~~~~~~~----!.2z!!!.... 

$~rain path 

Ye t1r on Y ee.r % che~nge ~ cost 

$~ min ptllh be.sed on 10% reductiort ill brece.st:t 

Year on Yeer%change ill cost 

SOurce: Aur1zon Ndworkhi~riealaodforeeaS reports 
Costsecpresaed in rominal doMars 

4.8% 5.1% (15.4%) 

4.8% 5.3% (15 .4%) 

(1. 9%) (6.2%) 1.9% (4 .6%) 

9.0% (6.1%) 1 9% (4 .6%) 

8.126 A number of costs that were previously reported within the above 
system wide operating costs were reclassified and recognised within 
Aurizon Holdings' corporate costs in FY 2013. 

8.127 These include: 

• telecommunication backbone IT expenses (these have not been 
included in the above UT4 forecast costs); and 

• utility costs (these were reported in actual Corporate Costs for FY 
2013 but were included in the above UT4 forecast costs and 
were not included in the UT 4 corporate overheads allocation). 

8.128 To enable costs to be analysed on a consistent basis, we have : 

• Adjusted the operating costs to reflect the reallocation of 
telecommunications backbone IT expenses included within 
operating costs in FY 2010, FY 2011 and FY 2012 as set out 
below; and 

' .~Year ended \ Year ended Yea' r ended \ ye~ r ~nded 
: 30 June 2010 30 June 2011 • 30 June 2012 : 30 June 2013 

• · Actu~l : •• . Actual • · ~Actual ~·- • Actual 

1 Netwo_r1< Operations Operating Costs- N~rm~lt-;.ed . • $'000 •. •. $'00Q' _ $'00~ ·· _: $ '00~ ~ 

Telecommumcat10ns backbone expense - 30 ..I.Jne 2013 

30 ..I.Jne 2013 expense adjusted for CPI at 2 5% 

Actual telecommuntcattons backbone expense 

Deduction to remove impact of reallocation 

1.737 

4.220 

2.483 

1.782 

11.067 

9.285 

Sou rce : Aurizon Networ1< historical and fo recast reports and RSMBC Calculations 

1. 828 

12.872 

11.044 

1.875 

• added estimated utilities expenses for FY 2013 based on the FY 
2012 actual expense adjusted for CPI of 2.5%. 
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8.129 The table below summarises the adjusted system wide costs of 
Aurizon Network for the 4 years ended 30 June 2013 and the forecast 
system wide costs for the UT 4 period in terms of absolute dollars and 
on a $/train path basis. The $/train path cost over the UT 4 period is 
calculated based on both Aurizon Network's forecast train paths and, 
as requested by the QCA, a 1 0% reduction on Aurizon Network's 
forecast train paths to reflect a 10% reduction in forecast freight 
volumes. 

r i: - .:i I....ll...._ ~ !i7,fn!,'lll;d'ull -: ltiDrt.•nO,.d' - ltnolenuBIJ ' otm('lln(t>-U,l ; 181Jt:JI(hflg _.IO"iiltfflU~ .•-;-~dfentflll"' re.1"1161110-,· 

Jll J•••e .liHO JO l~•tt 21'111 1o J•JJI~ 21l11 ' Jo JHfle20tl 'JD J1.111e 101~ :JO June 1015 10 J•me 2016 ltl Junf: ?017 
AdlMI tt.' Aett•l • - Act~l Artl.1l furecaa • fp~u:ll . I ffltec<i''lt • Fcn:u~ 

H.rtwol~ Upefli110ns0peclting o-,s . Nonntfleed .., I'11UU i 'ODIJ . _ 1-'fJPO I'UflO ~ ... t'tlUU -, 'i'fiDU 1 J 'UIIO • :~1100 

Tot. I Oper~ti ng e xpen2 s(exclu:tfng corporwte 
overhead) 

HonnaliwUon a djustments 

Re:mo ~etelepl'iol"re com m unic~iof"l bock. bone coots 
Add: es1imat ed uUity cost s - 30 June 2013 

(2 ,483) (9,285) (11,044) 
1,230 

&1,927 47,119 48,601 5~11S 57,578 60,238 &5,401 67,220 

Ye!tron Yetv% change'\ncos1 (22.7%) 0..2% 14.2% 5.0% 4 .6% 8.6% 2 .8% 

Trainpa1hs ~~~~~~~~ 

Yeer onYe8t' % change ln cost (15 .3%) l1 .9%) 7 2% 9.4% 11 .5% 6.5% 7.8% 
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8.130 On an absolute dollar basis, system wide operating expenses reduced 
by 22.7% during the year ended 30 June 2011, compared to the year 
ended 30 June 2010. This was primarily a result of cost reductions 
following the demerger with the Queensland Rail passenger business 
as staff were allocated between the two organisations and then 
appropriate resources were recruited in both organisations (primarily 
employee, consultancy and consumable costs). 

8.131 System wide operating expenses remained consistent in the year 
ended 30 June 2012, increasing by 0.2% (representing a reduction in 
real terms as the percentage increase was below inflation). 

8.132 System wide operating expenses increased by 14.2% in the year 
ended 30 June 2013 compared to the year ended 30 June 2012. This 
was primarily a result of the restructure implemented in the year 
ended 30 June 2013 that transferred the costs of the engineering and 
compliance functions from asset maintenance costs into system wide 
costs resulting in circa $5.8 million of additional employee costs being 
included within system wide operating expenditure. 

8. 133 System wide operating expenses are forecast to increase by 5% 
during the year ending 30 June 2014, primarily as a result of the net 
impact of: 

• a reduction in regulatory compliance costs related to UT 4 
development; 

• wage inflat ion and CPI increases; and 

• increased train control employee numbers to account for vacant 
positions during the year ended 30 June 2013. 

8. 134 Over the remainder of the UT 4 period, Aurizon Network has applied 
CPI and wage cost inflation to the 30 June 2013 forecast system wide 
operating expenses, other than one off additional costs in rel ation to 
regulatory division relating to forecast UT5 preparation costs in the 
years ending 30 June 2016 and 30 June 2017 of $2.5 million and $2.0 
million, respectively. 

8. 135 On a $/train path basis, the $/train path cost over UT3 fe ll. This is 
primarily reflective of the cost reductions implemented following the 
de merger with the Queensland Rail passenger business as staff were 
allocated between the two organisations and then appropriate 
resources were recruited in both organisations (primarily employee, 
Consultancy and consumable costs). 

8. 136 The $/train path is forecast to decrease over the UT 4 period. This is 
primarily driven by the increase in forecast train path numbers. 
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8.137 We consider that system wide direct costs would not be entirely 
variable and therefore, where train path numbers are forecast to grow 
at a rate above CPI!wage inflation, we would expect to see a reflective 
decrease in $/train path costs. 

8. 138 In the scenario where forecast train paths are reduced by 10% against 
Aurizon Network's forecast $/train paths would increase by 6.5% in 
the year ending 30 June 2014. This increase is reflective of the 
forecast increase in employee costs for the year ended 30 June 2014. 

8.139 $/train paths are then forecast to reduce over the remaining 3 years, 
as train path volumes are forecast to increase. 

8.140 We have undertaken further analysis of each of the following divisions 
of Aurizon Network: 

• train control, safe working and operations; 

• infrastructure management; and 

• business management. 

Train Control, Safe working and Operations 

8.141 The train control, safe working and operations division is involved in 
the operation and planning of train paths throughout the CQCN. 

8.142 The main activities performed are: 

• train control and scheduling (path negotiation and allocation) ; 

• operations planning; 

• operations management; 

• master maintenance planning; 

• incident management; 

• performance planning, reporting and analytics; 

• closure planning, command and control; and 

• design and promotion. 

8.143 The divisional costs primarily relate to labour and associated on-costs 
which comprise circa 93% of the costs for the year ended 30 June 
2013. 
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8.144 A high level breakdown of the staff structure of the train control 
operations division is set out below. 

Position 

Control Centre Manager 

Bu-siness Managers 

Performance Monitoring Offices 

Safe Workings Supervisor 

Electrical Control Officers & 
Fault Co-ordinators 

Area Controllers 

Network controller 

*as advised by Aurizon Network 

Roles * 

• Overall responsibility for the control centre. 

• Overall accountability for the train control centre 
for the shift; 

• Managing interactions with customers and 
regulators; 

• Incident management; and 
• Reporting to the control centre manager. 

• Monitoring the real time performance of the 
CQCN; 

• Producing 4 hourly reporting to the business, 
customers and regulator; and 

• Reporting to the business managers. 

• Supervising the network controllers and Electric 
Control offices who operate the boards covering 
all 4 systems of the network; and 

• Point of escalation for Network Controllers in the 
event of managing an incident. 

• Managing the control boards for the electrical 
systems in real time; and 

• Reporting to the safe working supervisors. 

• Managing the network control boards for the 
Aurizon Network yards in real time; 

• Executing the plan for the shift and implement any 
ad-hoc operational changes; and 

• Report to the safe working supervisors 

• Managing the nine network control boards for the 
four coal systems; 

• Safely control the on track movements across the 
CQCN; 

• Facilitate the protection of asset maintenance 
personnel and provide access to parts of the 
network for maintenance activities. 

8.145 Aurizon Network has advised that FTE numbers allocated to below 
rail activities for the train control, safe workings and operations 
division totalled - for the year ended 30 June 2013. 

8.146 Aurizon Network has allocated 91% of costs in relation to the 
operation of the train control centre in Rockhampton to below rail 
operations on the basis that there is a proportion of rail traffic relating 
to non-coal operations. The 91% allocation is based on the average 
train kilometres for non-coal operations as a proporti on of total tra.in 
kilometres. We consider that the above does not appear 
unreasonable. 

8.147 The table below summarises the actual train control, safe working and 
operations costs of Aurizon Network for the 4 years ended 30 June 
2013 and the forecast system wide costs fo r the UT 4 period in terms 
of absolute dollars and on a $/t rain path basis. 
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8. 148 In absolute$ terms, normalised costs have marginally reduced over 
the UT3 period, primarily as a result of reductions in employee costs 
over the UT3 period. 
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8.149 During the year ended 30 June 2012, the Mackay and Rockhampton 
train control centres were merged with the Mackay train control centre 
maintained for disaster recovery and training purposes. 

8.150 Aurizon Network has stated in Volume 3 of the UT4 Draft Access 
Undertaking that this has resulted in more efficient train control costs, 
including: 

• an improvement in asset utilisation; 

• lower staff costs; 

• lower production costs; and 

• lower labour on-costs 

8.151 The above costs savings are not evidenced in the actual costs for the 
Rockhampton and Mackay train control costs (combined) as set out in 
the table below. 

o\~ .,~ft(J ,._.<'!Qonf '••.....o.•ro V--IM\<)"~ V.• ~ #i_ ...,o.n;. r.-,~~ \-ton""'C' 
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- :000.'-'~ ljdcaj loJ:IIIM ,.,.,_, f~ ... • "Gr-.-.'111 i'Oo~ca• f....,... 
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~-~ 4,Q9,;1 !!73 0 31 1 ,QQ U I07 1.e88 1.70!5 

~~------;e:;41~~~------n:i12~ 
10. 1" ,. 1&.0" 4.0'A 

Souroe: Aur!zon N.t'WOI'k I"IIIIOI'!c=-' 11'1od Io ree.• reportslWld RSM BC C.~cui:M: ions 

COIIIall:prt-dinnomln-'doiiWI 

8.152 Total train control centre costs increased by 19.1% for the year of 
consolidation (30 June 2012) compared to the year ended 30 June 
2011 . 

8.153 Aurizon Network subsequently advised that 

• consolidation of the two train control centres did not lead to a 
reduction in FTEs, as two extra Control Boards were created to 
address long standing workload (safety) issues and to manage 
the increased tonnages; 

• in 2011, Lloyds Register technical consultants were engaged to 
provide an assessment of train controller workload (based on 
tonnages at that point in time) prior to the consolidation to the 
Mackay control centre to Rockhampton. Outcomes from this 
assessment resulted in the creation of two extra control boards 
(Gregory board and Ports board) which occurred as a part of 
the consolidation in 2011 ; and 

• the density of trains and complexity of infrastructure drives the 
number boards required. This, in turn, then dictates the number 
of FTEs required to control each board with a roster of FTEs is 
required for 24!7 coverage. 

8.154 Train control, safe working and operations costs are forecast to 
increase during the year ending 30 June 2014 by 13.7% compared to 
the year ended 30 June 2013 (from $27.4 million to $31 .1 million). 
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8.155 The movement in costs is primarily a result of: 

• increased labour costs in real terms of circa $2.2 million in 
relation to forecast increases in FTE numbers (increase of circa 
24 FTEs). Aurizon Network has advised that the train control 
function has been operating at below optimal staffing levels in 
previous years with a number of positions being vacant. The 
year ending 30 June 2014 forecast costs assume that these 
vacancies will be filled; and 

• forecast costs include $0.6 million for security costs related to 
trespass incidents in yards. Actual costs for these incidents 
amounted to $0.3 million in the year ended 30 June 2012 and 
$nil in the year ended 30 June 2013. 

8.156 We have been advised by Aurizon Network that the increased FTE 
number requirement reflects the increased complexity of the CQCN 
with the train control centre required to manage the expectations of a 
larger number of stakeholders to provide flexible and efficient 
operations. 

8.157 We are unable to assess the reasonableness of the proposed 
increased FTE numbers from a desk top review. However, we note 
that the increase in costs is consistent with the forecast increase in 
volume and forecast increase in contracted volume. We do not 
consider it unreasonable to expect an increase in volume to result in 
some increase train control costs. 

8.158 Given the historical security costs incurred in relation to trespass 
incidents, we consider that it would be reasonable to reduce the 
forecast costs to reflect the reduction in actual costs incurred during 
the year ended 30 June 2013. We consider that a forecast cost for 
the year ending 30 June 2014 of $154,000 would not be unreasonable 
representing the CPI adjusted average cost for the years ended 30 
June 2012 and 30 June 2013. 

$/train path 

8.159 Costs on a $/train path basis are set out in the chart below. 

Train Control, Safe working and operations -$/train path 

ll!O 

roo ------~~----~~~--~~~·~-~--~--=-=-=--~-------------~ .........____, -·'' -----
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100 -------------------
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- $/lrain path --- $/train path based on t 0% reduction in forecasts 

8.160 Over the UT3 period, train control, safe working and operational costs 
expressed as $/train path rose in FY11 compared to FY1 0 due to a 
decrease in train path numbers. $/train path costs then fell over 
remainder of the UT3 period primarily as a result of a result of train 
path number increases. 

8. 161 $/train path costs are forecast to increase in FY14 compared to FY13 
as a result of the increase in forecast costs in FY 14 relating to the 
increase in forecast FTE numbers. 

8.162 $/train path costs are forecast to then decrease over the remainder of 
the UT 4 forecasts period as a result of forecast train path number 
increases. 
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Infrastructure Management 

8.163 The infrastructure management division is responsible for the 
performance of those assets that are part of the CQCN. 

8.164 The main activities performed are: 

• asset business management; 

• asset assurance management; 

• electrical assets management; 

• telecommunications and signalling assets management; 

• track and civil assets management; 

• asset strategy; and 

• corridor assets management. 

8.165 The division is also responsible for network maintenance and 
renewals. 

8.166 The divisional costs primarily related to labour and associated on
costs which comprised circa 67% of the costs for the year ended 30 
June 2013. 

8. 167 Aurizon Network has allocated 76% of costs in relation to the 
infrastructure management divisional costs to below rail operations on 
the basis that a proportion of costs relate to maintenance activities 
and capital expenditure. This allocati on is based on an analysis of 
timesheets of staff for the 201 2/13 financial year. We consider that 
the above does not appear unreasonable. 

8.168 The table below summarises the actual infrastructure management 
costs of Aurizo n Network for the 4 years ended 30 June 2013 and the 
forecast system wide costs for the UT 4 period in terms of absolute 
dollars and on a $/train path basis. 
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8.169 In absolute $ terms, infrastructure management costs decreased by 
52.9% during the year ended 30 June 2011 compared to the year 
ended 30 June 2010 as a result of the year ended 30 June 2010 
including costs related to the separation of Aurizon Network from 
Queensland Rail (primarily consumables, signalling hardware and 
computer components, and employee costs). 
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8.170 Infrastructure management costs increased by 15.7% for the year 
ended 30 June 2012 compared to the year ended 30 June 2011. The 
increase primarily arose as a result of: 

• the creation of a new area - network asset strategy within the 
infrastructure management division incurring costs of circa 
$500,000; and 

• consultancy costs in relation to the UT 4 operating expenditure 
and maintenance submission amounting to circa $500,000. 

8.171 Infrastructure management costs increased by 35.6% for the year 
ended 30 June 2013 compared to the year ended 30 June 2012. The 
increase primarily arose as a result of Aurizon Network restructuring 
and including additional costs of circa $5.5 million in relation to the 
engineering and compliance function within infrastructure 
management costs instead of asset maintenance costs. 

8.172 The engineering and compliance functions consist of civil engineers 
who, inter-alia, monitor the operational data and asset performance of 
the Network, are responsible for compliance with railway technical 
standards and specifications and provide input into the Network asset 
plans. These civil engineers operate across the following disciplines: 

• track and civil; 

• structures; 

• telecoms; 

• signalling; and 

• traction . 

8.173 We recommend that the QCA ensures that the reclassification of 
these costs into system wide direct operating expenses has resulted 
in an appropriate reduction in maintenance costs to ensure that these 
costs are not duplicated. 

8.1741nfrastructure management costs are forecast to decrease by 5.2% 
during the year ending 30 June 2014 compared to the year ended 30 
June 2013 as a result of a forecast reduction in employee numbers 
during the year. 

8.175 The increases over the remainder of the UT 4 period represent CPI at 
2.5% and wage inflation based on wage inflation estimates provided 
to Aurizon Network by BIS Shrapnel. 

$/train path 

8.176 Costs on a $/train path basis are set out in the chart below. 

lnfrastruct~e Management • $/train path 
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8.177 Over the UT3 period, infrastructure management costs expressed as 
$/train path fell in FY11 compared to FY1 0 due to the decrease costs 
in FY 11 . $/train path costs then increased over remainder of the UT3 
period due to the cost increases as discussed in paragraphs 8.170 
and 8.171 . 
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8.178 $/train path costs are forecast to decrease over the UT 4 period. 

8.179 This does not appear unreasonable, as we would expect 
infrastructure management costs to remain relatively fixed compared 
to the volume of traffic on the CQCN. 

Business Management 

8.180 The business management division broadly comprises teams 
undertaking the following tasks. 

Commercial Planning 

8.181 Commercial planning is responsible for the development and 
implementation of capital projects, including ensuring investments are 
subject to required internal governance and approvals process. 

8. 182 It is also responsible for managing the contractual interface for electric 
transmission and distribution network capacity, as well as expansions 
and managing any pre-approval of capital expenditure sought from 
users under the regulatory voting provisions. 

8.183 The commercial planning division currently comprises 7.8 FTE 
positions31

. 

Commercial Management North and South 

8.184 These teams are the primary interface between Aurizon Network and 
users for matters relating to the negotiation and provision of access, 
including where expansions are required. 

8.185 The commercial management division currently comprises of 15.2 
FTE positions31

. 

31 Source: Aurizon Network 

Planning and Development 

8.186 Planning and development is responsible for Aurizon Network's 
strategic network planning function (medium to long-term planning), 
maintenance of the network operating parameters, capacity 
modelling, interacting with other supply chain participants and 
developing and participating in initiatives that could improve supply 
chain performance. 

8.187 The division currently comprises 11 .8 FTE positions31
. 

Regulation and Policy 

8.188 The regulation and policy division provides advice on regulatory 
matters, monitors and reports on compliance with the Access 
Undertaking, liaises with the OCA on behalf of Aurizon Network, and 
assists other areas within Aurizon Network to comply with their 
undertaking obligations. 

8.189 Aurizon Network has advised that the costs of the activities that are 
performed within this area are cyclical with an increase in cost 
budgeted for 2015/16 and 2016/17 associated with the development 
and review of UT5. 
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8.190 Business management divisional costs primarily relate to labour and 
associated on-costs. Labour and associated on-costs comprised 
circa 82% of the commercial planning, commercial management and 
planning and development divisions costs for the year ended 30 June 
2013. 

8.191 Aurizon Network has allocated 87% of costs in relation to the 
business management divisional costs to below rail operations on the 
basis that a proportion of costs relates to non-regulated activities. 
This allocation is based on the proportion of non-regulated revenue 
generated by Aurizon Network as a proportion of total revenue. We 
consider that the above does not appear unreasonable. 

8.192 The table below summarises the actual business management costs 
of Aurizon Network for the 4 years ended 30 June 2013 and the 
forecast costs for the UT 4 period in terms of absolute dollars and on a 
$/train path basis. 
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8.193 In absolute $ terms, business management costs decreased by 
11.4% during the year ended 30 June 2011 compared to the year 
ended 30 June 201 0 as a result of the year ended 30 June 2010 
including costs related to the separation of Aurizon Network from 
Queensland Rail (primarily consumables and employee costs). 

8.194 Costs reduced by a further 8.4% during the year ended 30 June 2012 
compared to the year ended 30 June 2011 primarily as a result of: 

• the reclassification of costs in relation to a OCA Levy from 
regulation and policy costs into the respective system direct cost 
centres of circa $500,000; and 

• a reduction in commercial management costs following a 
restructure from 1 division into 2 divisions (North and South). 

8.195 Costs increased by 29.5% during the year ended 30 June 2013 
compared to the year ended 30 June 2012 primarily as a result of 
increased professional fees of circa $2 million incurred by the 
regulation and policy team in relation to preparation work for the UT 4 
Draft Access Undertaking. 

8.196 Costs are forecast to decrease by 1.1% during the year ending 30 
June 2014 compared to the year ended 30 June 2013. The 
movements in expenditure relate to: 

• a decrease in regulation and policy costs of circa $2 million as a 
result of UT 4 related costs being a one off cost in the prior year; 
and 

• an increase in commercial planning and commercial 
management employee costs to account for additional 
employees as there were vacant positions during the 2013 
financial year that are forecast to be filled. 

8. 197 We are unable to assess the reasonableness of the proposed 
increased FTE numbers from a desk top review. We note, however, 
that an increase in network size/volume may result in some step 
changes in business management costs. 
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8.198 Over the remainder of the UT 4 period, business management costs 
are forecast to increase by CPI and wage inflation factors other than 
the following one off additional costs in regulation and policy related to 
the forecast costs for development of the UT5 Draft Access 
Undertaking: 

• $2.5 million in the year ending 30 June 2016; and 

• $2.0 million in the year ending 30 June 2017. 

8.199 We note that the above costs are consistent with the costs incurred to 
date by Aurizon Network for the preparation of UT4 of $4.8 million. 
On the basis that the preparation of UT5 is anticipated to require a 
slightly lower level of costs and taking into account inflation, the 
forecast costs do not appear unreasonable. 

Analysis of costs by system 

8.200 The charts below summarise the actual normalised total system wide 
costs allocated by system for the 4 years ended 30 June 2013 and the 
forecast normalised total system wide costs allocated by system for 
the UT 4 period in terms of: 

• absolute dollars 

• $/train path (Aurizon Network forecasts) ; and 

Normalised System Wide Operating Costs- By System 
35,000,000 --------------- - ----, 80,000,000 

30,000,000 '----------------=-----~:::::::::~;_~ 70,000,000 

'· ... "'-.. /,.----.-••.• - _ -.. :---........... ~·· · ... · * ' "''_ . . .... .. 

25,000,000 
60,000,000 

······· ......... ~ ... ~~······ ..... ~ .. - - 50,000,000 

20,000,000 

~---------------------~ 

.tO,OOO,OOO 

15,000,000 

30,000,000 

10,000,000 ------------- -------------------1 
20,000,000 

5,000,000 

FY10 FVll F¥12 FY 13 fY14 F¥15 FV16 FY1 7 

-Siadwal:tr (LHS) -Goonytii~ (LH S ) - Newl i!llld s(LHS) -Moura (LHS ) - GAPE (LHS) ••••• • Tot ai (RHS) 

(Note GAPE system commenced opera tion and incurring allocation of costs in FY12) 
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8.201 The percentage of total system wide direct costs allocated to each 
system has remained relatively stable over the UT 4 period other than: 

• an increased allocation of costs to GAPE in the year ended 
30 June 2014 and beyond with a proportional reduction in the 
allocation to other systems; and 

• increases in allocation of costs to Blackwater of circa 1% to 
2% with a matching reduction of allocation of costs to Moura. 

8.202 The changes in the percentage allocation of costs to each system are 
broadly in line with the forecast volume changes for each system and 
therefore, do not appear reasonable. 

8. 203 Consequently, with the exception of the FY13 movement for GAPE, 
each system's absolute $ costs broadly fo llow the trend in total 
system wide direct costs. 

$/train path 

$/train path - by system - Aurizon forecasts 
1,80000 

1,600 00 

1,400.00 

1,200.00 

1,000.00 

80000 -60000 

40000 

20000 

fYlO PiU fY12 fV13 fVH fVlS fV16 fV17 

-Nev.otands - Moura - GAPE - Total(lncludesO'OssSystemln!inPaths) 

(Note GAPE system commenced operabon and incumng allocation of costs 1n FY12) 

8.204 The $/train path costs for al l systems other than Moura are forecast to 
decrease marginally over the UT 4 period. 

8.205 $/train path costs in relation to the Moura system are forecast to 
increase from $778 in the year ended 30 June13 to $939 in the year 
ending 30 June 2014 as a result of there being only marginal volume 
increases for this system compared to the 13.7% forecast increase in 
costs. 

Consideration of Stakeholder Submissions 

8.206 No stakeholder submissions were identified that were relevant to the 
scope of the high level review of system wide direct costs. 

Conclusion -System Wide Direct Costs 

8.207 Based on our high level review of system wide direct costs, we 
consider that the following adjustment should be made: 

• a reduction of $446,000 per annum (in 2013/14 dollars) in 
relation to forecast security costs in relation to trespass incidents, 
to reflect the actual costs incurred during the year ended 30 June 
2012 compared to forecast. 

8.208 We also note that Aurizon Network is forecasting an increase in FTE 
numbers and employee costs for the year ending 30 June 2013 in: 

• the train control centre- additional $2.2 million; and 

• commercial development and commercial planning - additional 
$1.7 million. 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

8.209 We are unable to assess the reasonableness of the proposed 
increased FTE numbers from a desk top review. We note, however, 
that the forecast increase in network size/volume may result in certain 
step changes in train control and business management costs which 
could justify the proposed increases. 
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9. Task 3.2.6- Total Cost Benchmarking 

Scope 

9.1 RSMBC has been requested by QCA to benchmark Aurizon 
Network's total operating expenses against its historic performance 
and similar companies. 

9.2 As part of the above process, RSMBC has been requested by OCA 
to consider relevant submissions from QRC, Asciano, BMA and 
BMC and RTCA. 

Work undertaken by RSMBC 

9.3 The approach adopted for benchmarking Aurizon Network's total 
operating expenses is consistent with the approach outlined in section 
8 of this report. 

9.4 For the purpose of this exercise, "Operating Costs" are defined as: 

9.5 

• Train control (costs including safe working and operations 
administration); 

• Infrastructure management (costs of infrastructure management 
which include telecommunications, engineering and research & 
development activities); and 

• Business management (costs re lated to regulation and policy, 
master planning, new business and major projects activities) . 

"Overheads Costs" a re defined as the Corporate Overheads within the 
Aurizon Holdings group that are allocated to below rail activities, as 
discussed in Section 3 of this report. 

9.6 

9.7 

The benchmarking analysis has benchmarked costs based on the 
basis of : 

• total absolute dollars; 

• $/track km 

• $/train path (where information is available) ; 

• $/GTK (forecast) ; and 

• $/GT K (contracted) ; 

Aurizon Network's costs have been benchmarked on contracted 
volumes in addition to forecast volumes on the basis that Aurizon 
Network is required to be in a position to resource to contract or peak 
capacity levels. 
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Compare the final year UT3 actual total cost (Operating + Overhead) to 
the first year UT4 forecast 

9.8 The table below sets out the actual operating costs and GTK for the 
final UT3 year (the year ended 30 June 2013) and forecast operating 
costs and GTK for the first year of UT 4. 

GTK 
(million) 

Operating Cost 
($million) 

Overhead Cost 
($million) 

Total Cost 
($million) 

Track Km 

Total Cost f 
Track Km 

Train Path 

Total Cost I 
Train Path 

GTK (forecast) 
(million) 

Total Cost! 
forecast GTK 
(cents) 

UT3 
(2012/2013) 

71 ,572 

54.81 5 

63.47032 

118.285 

2,667 

$45,670 

43,292 

$2,732 

71,572 

0.165 

71 ,572 80,513 12.5% 

57.010 57.579 1.0% 

65.691 65.973 0.4% 

122.701 123.552 0.7% 

2,667 2,667 

$47,375 $47,703 0.7% 

43,292 47,372 9.4% 

$2,834 $2,608 (8.0%) 

71,572 80,513 12.5% 

0.171 0.153 (10.5%) 

32 
Source: Aurizon Network 2012/13 overhead allocation calculation utilised as the basis for the 

UT4 corporate overhead allocation 

9.9 The above analysis assumes that a consistent corporate overhead 
allocation methodology is applied in 2012/13 to the proposed 
methodology for UT 4. 

9.10 Adjusting the final year of UT3 costs to 2013/14 do llars based on 
applying CPI of 2.5%33 to non-labour costs and a labour indexation 
factor of 4.5%2 to labour costs results in an increase in real terms 
between the final year of UT3 and the initial year of UT 4 of 0. 7%. 

9.11 We note that Aurizon Network forecasts an increase in GTK volumes 
of 12.5% between the f inal year of UT3 and the first year of UT 4. 

9.12 We consider that the nature of Operating Costs and Overhead Costs 
within a business such as Aurizon Network, would be largely fixed in 
nature. Any increases in costs would likely be 'step changes' caused 
by increases in volumes or Network size constraining a function to 
above its current capacity. 

9.13 Costs on a $/t rain path basis are forecast to decrease 8.0% in real 
terms between the final year of UT3 and the first year of UT 4. Costs 
on a $/forecast GTK basis are forecast to decrease 10.5% in real 
terms between the final year of UT3 and the first year of UT 4. 

9.14 In the context of the forecast increase in volume, a 0.7% real increase 
in operating expenses does not appear unreasonable. 

33 
Based on indexation factors used by Aurizon Network and set out in Volume 3 of the 2013 

Draft Access Undertaking 
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Benchmark to other comparable rail access providers using publicly 
available information 

9.15 Details of the comparative operations identified, the sources of 
information utilised, and the limitations in respect of the data available 
are set out in Section 8, paragraphs 8.5 (Page 90) to 8.16 (Page 92) 
of this report. 

9.16 The limitation outlined in paragraphs 8.5 to 8. 15 of this report should 
be considered when assessing the results of the benchmarking 
exercise. 

9.17 In addition to the operational differences outlined in paragraphs 8. 5 to 
8.15 of this report it should be noted that Aurizon Network is part of a 
larger group with shared corporate services. Therefore, when 
benchmarking OVerhead Costs against comparable entities, 
consideration also needs to be given to Aurizon Network having 
access to synergistic cost savings from its shared corporate services 
which would not be available to comparable, stand-alone companies, 
which are smaller in size than the Aurizon Holdings group. 

9. 18 No adjustments were made to reflect differences in operations or 
structure between the selected comparatives. This would entail further 
detailed ana lysis. Therefore, the comparatives can only be considered 
indicative . 

9.19 The following table summarises the results of the benchmarking 
exercise. 

9.20 

9.21 

Operating Cost ($ million) 57.579 

Overhead Cost($ million) 65.973 

Total cost ($million) 123.552 

Track Km (estimated) 2,667
34 

Total Cost I Track Km $46,326 

Forecast GTK (million) 80,513 

Total Cost/ Forecast GTK 
(cents) 0.153 

Contract GTK (million) 107,138 

Total Cost/ Contracted GTK 
(cents) 0.115 

(2013114 dollars) 

Brookfield 
Rail 
(2009 adj) 

14.330 

20.854 

35.1 84 

1,997
35 

$17 ,618 

23,532 

0.150 

N/a 

N/a 

ARTC Hunter 
Valley 
(Avg 2013/14 
forecast) 

29.730 

16.671 

46.401 

1,336
36 

$34,731 

43,309 

0.107 

43,309 

0.107 

The above shows a much higher Total Cost per Track Km for UT4 
than applies for both Brookfield Rail and ARTC (Hunter Valley) 
operations. 

Aurizon Network's Total Cost per track km is 37% higher than ARTC 
(Hunter Valley), with the difference driven largely by the difference in 
Overhead costs. 

34 
Source: Aurizon Network 

35 
Source: ARTC Hunter Valley business presentation dated March 2012 

36 
Source: Economic regulation Authority, WA, Final Determination on the Proposed 2009-2010 

Floor and Ceiling Costs (30 June 2009). 
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9.22 Aurizon Network's Total Cost per Forecast GTK is 43% higher than 
ARTC (Hunter Valley), with the difference again driven largely by the 
difference in OVerhead Costs. 

9.23 Aurizon Network's Total Cost per Contracted GTK is 7.5% higher than 
ARTC (Hunter Valley) . Indicating that the costs of Aurizon Network 
and ARTC (Hunter Valley) would be more closely aligned if volumes 
were operating at 100% contracted levels and there was no 
consequential increase in costs to Aurizon Network. 

9.24 A more detailed operational analysis of Aurizon Network's operations 
and structure would be required to ascertain the impact on Aurizon 
Network's costs of being required to be in a position to resource to 
contract or peak capacity levels. 

9.25 Compared to Brookfield Rail, Aurizon Network's Total Cost per Track 
Km is 171% higher. However, on a Total Cost per GTK Aurizon 
Network's Total Cost per GTK is only 2.7% higher. 

9.26 Without further analysis of all of the benchmark entities, we are 
unable to ascertain the detailed reasons for such a difference. 
However, it is reasonable to question why Aurizon Network's Total 
Costs (particularly on a $!Track Km basis) are higher than the other 
two comparative operations. 

Indicative "shadow" benchmark 

9.27 In establishing the indicative "Shadow" benchmark, w ith the 
assistance rail industry experts engaged by RSM BC as part of our 
review, we have: 

• estimated the number of staff and average labour costs 
required based on functions, as a below rail I infrastructure 
manager, to manage the CQCN business as a standalone 
entity together with associated running costs. This is based on 
the experience of the rail industry experts in leadership and 
executive management roles on railways; and 

• tested the reasonableness of the above using confidential 
information from comparable railways to which our ra il 
industry experts have access. Due to the confidential nature 
of the information utilised, we are unable to disclose the 
details of these comparable railways. 

9.28 A number of adjustments were applied to the "base" cost model 
developed in order to reflect the current operational structure of 
Aurizon Network. 

9.29 The key adjustments within Operational Costs reflected: 

• 

• 

• 

additional staff required due to the largely manual operation 
and management of yards; 

duplication and impact of remoteness of operation of control 
rooms; and 

higher level of activity apparent in Health, Safety & 
Environmental costs than is assumed as being required for a 
similar sized operator. 
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9.30 Key adjustments within the Overhead Costs reflected: 

• legal costs increased to reflect what appears to be a 
particularly large cost category for an established below rail 
operator; 

• rent, rates and taxes to reflect the actual costs incurred by 
Aurizon Network within the Brisbane CBD; 

• IT costs increased to reflect a higher fixed cost structure and 
the classification of telecommunication backbone expenses 
within corporate overheads; and 

• high cost of Health, Safety and Environmental activities (as a 
consequence of Aurizon Network's safety commitment and 
performance and commitment to discharging obligations on 
coal loss management). 

9.31 We consider that the above matters may represent opportunities 
where future operational expenditure savings may potentially be 
generated. 

9.32 The Shadow operator comparatives are adjusted to reflect the same 
track length, UT4 GTK and costs in 2013/2014 dollars. 

Benchmark summary 

9.33 The table below sets out a comparison of the 2013/14 UT4 forecast 
and the indicative "Shadow" benchmark. 

9.34 

Track Km 

Operating Cost 
($million) 

Overhead Cost 
($million) 

Total Cost 
($million) 

Operating Cost/ Track 
Km 

Train Paths 

Total Cost I Train Path 

Forecast GTK (million) 
Total Cost/ Forecast 
GTK (cents) 

Contract GTK (million) 
Total Cost I Contracted 
GTK 
(cents) 
(2013114 dollars) 

Indicative 

Shadow 

2,667 

52.83 

40.24 

93.07 

$34,897 

47,372 

$1 ,965 

80,513 

0.116 

107,138 

0.087 

UT4 (2013/14 

forecast) 

2,667 

57.58 

65.97 

123.55 

$46,325 

47,372 

$2,608 

80,513 

0.153 

107,138 

0.115 

This comparative shows a material difference. 
primarily relates to Overhead Costs. 

UT4 vIndicative 

Shadow 

9.0% 

63.9% 

32.8% 

32.8% 

32.8% 

32.8% 

32.8% 

The difference 
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9.35 We note that there is a 9.0% difference in relation to Operating Costs. 
We also consider, as previously discussed in section 8, that there may 
be a number of areas within Operating Costs where there expenditure 
savings could potentially be generated. 

9.36 The proposed UT 4 OVerhead Costs are 63.9% higher than the 
indicative "Shadow" benchmark. However, this may be as a result of 
there being some aspects of Aurizon Network's operations that may 
have not been fully accounted for in the establishment of the 
indicative "Shadow" 

9.37 The indicative "Shadow" was developed as a "standalone" operation 
and the Aurizon Network operation is part of a much larger business 
with shared services support provided throughout. Shared service 
overhead cost centres should, generally, be more cost effective than 
standalone dedicated cost centres. 

Consideration of Stakeholder Submissions 

QRC, BMNBMC & RTCA- Use of ARTC as a benchmark entities 

9.38 QRC BMA/BMC have submitted that ARTC should be utilised as a 
benchmark because ARTC is a very similar business to Aurizon 
Network and that cost information on ARTC publicly available through 
regulatory processes. 

9.39 RTCA has also recommended that ARTC along with Queensland Rail 
shoUld be utilised as benchmarks. 

RSMBC Comments 

9.40 RSMBC has utilised ARTC (Hunter Valley) as a comparable 
benchmark entity. In considering the results of this benchmarking, the 
factors outlined in paragraphs 8. 8 (page 90) to 8.14 (page 91) need to 
be considered 

9.41 RSMBC has not utilised Queensland Rail on the basis that 
Queensland Rail's operations include a significant proportion of 
passenger transit and is therefore not as directly comparable. 
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Conclusion 

9.42 This benchmarking exercise has a number of constraints that need to 
be recognised. In particular, that quality and level of information for 
the comparative below rail access providers is limited. There are a 
number of operational differences as outlined in paragraphs 8.5 to 
8.15 and paragraph 9.17 that will impact on the costs of Aurizon 
Network compared to the comparable entities. 

9.43 The key points noted from our benchmarking of operational 
expenditure were: 

• Aurizon Network has a significantly higher Total Cost per 
Track Km and per GTK than the comparable benchmark 
entities and the indicative "Shadow" Benchmark; 

• Aurizon Network's Total Cost per Contracted GTK is 7.5% 
higher than ARTC (Hunter Valley). Indicating that the costs of 
Aurizon Network and ARTC (Hunter Valley) would be more 
closely aligned if volumes were operating at 100% contracted 
levels and there was no consequential increase in costs to 
Aurizon Network; 

• the primary difference between Aurizon Network and the 
comparable benchmark entities and the indicative "Shadow" 
Benchmark related to Overhead Costs; 

9.44 Based on a desktop benchmarking exercise, the ability to drill down 
further is limited. However, based on the benchmarking undertaken, 
the proposed UT4 Total Costs appear higher than the benchmark 
entities. 
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10. Task 3.2.7- Detailed Review of Forecast 
Operating Expenditure 

Scope 

1 0.1 RSM BC has been requested by QCA to: 

• assess Aurizon Network's forecast operating expenditure to 
ensure that the forecast cost does not reflect: 

o costs that are also included in other operating expenditure 
categories (i.e. there is no 'double-counting'); 

o operating expenditure associated with Aurizon Holdings 
Limited's above-rail activities; 

o other costs (e.g. overheads) associated with specific capital 
works projects, which are the subject of separate 
applications to the Authority; or 

o any other source of double-counting the consultant may 
identify. 

• adjust Aurizon Network's forecast cost to remove any double
counting (if applicable), as identified; 

• benchmark Aurizon Network's forecast operating expenditure 
(using the adjusted forecast cost, if applicable) against the 
operating expenditure of relevant industry comparators for 
efficiency; 

• identify and explain any difference between the (adjusted) 
forecast cost and the benchmark cost; 

• determine whether or not Aurizon Network's (adjusted) forecast 
cost is reasonable and: 

• if not reasonable, determine a reasonable forecast for the cost 
category with reference to the analysis and provide its reasoning. 

• determine whether Aurizon Network's forecast operating 
expenditure includes an adjustment to reflect productivity 
improvements over the regulatory period (e.g. x-factor or other 
adjustment) : 

o if Aurizon Network has not proposed an adjustment to reflect 
productivity improvements, assess whether or not this 
assumption is reasonable based on relevant factors (e.g. 
forecast volumes I capital expenditure) ; or 

o if Aurizon Network has proposed an adjustment to reflect 
productivity improvements, assess the reasonableness of 
that adjustment taking into account relevant factors (e.g. 
forecast volumes I capital expenditure) ; and 

o in either case, confirm the reasonableness, or not, of 
Aurizon Network's proposal. If Aurizon Network's proposal 
is unreasonable, determine an appropriate adjustment to 
Aurizon Network's forecast operating expenditure to reflect 
productivity improvements. 

10.2 As part of the above process, RSMBC has been requested by QCA to 
consider relevant submissions from QRC, Asciano, BMA and BMC 
and RTCA. 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

Work undertaken by RSMBC 

10.3 We have performed the following procedures: 

• obtained an understanding of the forecast model used by Aurizon 
Network to forecast operating costs; 

• obtained an understanding of the key assumptions and 
underlying build-up methodology within the forecast model ; 

• undertaken a detailed review of the underlying build-up 
methodology to identify: 

o any double-counting of costs ; 

o any costs which may either in full , or in part, relate to 
Aurizon Holdings Limited's above-rail activ~ies ; 

• reviewed the forecasts for any capital works projects that could 
be the subject of applications to the Authority; 

• reported any exceptions noted from the above review and 
prepared an adjusted Aurizon Network operating expenditure 
forecast to amend the impact of any exceptions noted; 

• benchmarked the amended Aurizon Network's forecast operating 
expenditure against relevant industry comparators for efficiency 
on the same basis as outlined for sub-task 3.2.5 (section 8 of this 
report). 

• reviewed past operating/maintenance cost submissions for 
previous regulatory periods; 

• reviewed productivity improvements evident in Access 
Agreements of comparable below rail operators; 

• from the above assessed an x - factor in terms of what we 
consider to be reasonable productivity improvements; and 

• compared our assessed x - factor against productivity 
improvements reflected with Aurizon Network's submission for 
the UT4 period; 
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RSMBC Findings 

Assessment of Aurizon Network's forecast operating expenditure 

10.4 The issues noted from our review of Aurizon Network's forecast 
operating expenditure, reported by exception, are discussed below. 

Corporate Overheads 

Duplication of depreciation costs 

10.5 Aurizon Network's corporate plan for FY 2013 which was utilised to 
allocate corporate overheads to Aurizon Network operations included 
a duplication of forecast depreciation costs. This was due to 
depreciation costs being included in both a depreciation cost centre 
which included all forecast depreciation costs and w ithin a number of 
the individual cost centres to which the assets be long (IT and safety, 
health and environment). 

10.6 The above has resulted in Aurizon Holdings total forecast corporate 
overheads being overstated as follows: 

• IT costs overstated by $5,898,000; and 

• Safety, health and environmental costs overstated by 
$2,413,000. 

1 0. 7 The impact of these adjustments is dependent on the corporate cost 
allocation methodology adopted. This is discussed in section 3 of our 
report. 

10.8 The table below sets out the impact of the proposed adjustment to the 
201 2/1 3 corporate cost allocations based on: 

• Aurizon Network's original proposed corporate overhead 
allocation methodology; 

• replacing the blended rate allocations with a direct cost allocation 
methodology; and 

• utilising an alternative blended rate utilising directs costs instead 
of revenue, with other components remaining unchanged. 

_ Auruon N~twOn. A~r1zon ' _ • AlternauVe ' 

· rotJI corporatE 'c'Or~rJte Co. Blended Olrect·coti · Blendect 

coK A<tJus::nent • Ailocator.P~pote4 ,Ra:D! 1 Alto a Don 'to Rite 

. 2012·1J corpOrate'CO•allo~atJon . .. S'OOQ. J No~ l Ailou~r · · . s~ ~~ .1 $~-

IT casts 
Safety, healtn ana erMrorment 

Source: RSMlC Calculations 

5,898 

2,413 

1) Source: Aurizon Ntttworl< depreciation estimate calculations 

BlendeCVC:Xrecl 
BlendeCI'C:Xrecl 

1.448 

592 

2,040 

612 

250 

862 

1,241 

500 

1,749 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

System Wide Operating Expenses 

Allocation of Mackay Train Control Centre Costs to Non-Coal Activities 

10.9 Aurizon Network has allocated 9% of costs in relation to the main 
Train Control Centre in Rockhampton to non-coal activities on the 
basis of average historical train kilometres for non-coal train services 
as a proportion of total train kilometres. 

10.10 Following the consolidation of the Rockhampton and Mackay train 
control centres, the Mackay train control centre has been maintained 
as a fully functional duplicate control facility utilised for both disaster 
recovery and training purposes. 

10.11 On the basis that the function of the Mackay train control centre is to 
act as both backup for the Rockhampton train control centre and to 
provide training for staff prior to working in the Rockhampton train 
control centre, we consider that it would be reasonable that 9% of 
these costs should also be allocated to non-coal activities. 

10.12 The impact of this adjustments to the system wide operating costs is 
set out below. 

~ Year ending Y-;ar endtn.g , · 'f~;H ending - Ye-ar ending . 
30 Juno 2014 30 June 2015 • 30 Juno 2016 30 Juno 2017 

t foreca~ l 1 ForeCait .. · 1 Forecast Foi-ec:ast• 
~ C:~nsOu~3tQd ~e'!"ork. 9peritions oj)~x -~O~s. ~'00~ • ~·ooo • ~'00~ ~'00~ ~ 

Train Control Centre Mackay- Origmal Forecast 

Allocati on to non-coal acti'A ties - 9% 

Train Control Centre Mackay- Adjusted Forecast 

Source: RSMBC Calculations 
Costs expressed in nominal dollars: 

1.529 1,607 1.688 1,765 

(138) (145) (152) ( 159) 

-----:-, -:;:,39;-:-1 -----;-1 ,-;;;46;:;-2 -----.,., .,,53"'"6 ---~1 .6~0~6 1 

Amended Aurizon Network's forecast operating expenditure 

10.13 The amended Aurizon Network forecast operating expenditure taking 
into account the impact of the matters set out above, together with the 
matters outlined in section 3 and 8 of this report will depend on the on 
the corporate cost allocation methodology adopted. This is discussed 
in section 3 of our report. 

10.14 The tables below set out the impact of all of the matters identified by 
RSMBC both on a total cost basis and on a system by system basis 
based on the following corporate cost allocation methodologies: 

• Aurizon Network's original proposed corporate overhead 
allocation methodology; 

• replacing the blended rate allocations with a direct cost allocation 
methodology; and 

• utilising an alternative blended rate utilising directs costs instead 
of revenue, with other components remaining unchanged. 

Aurizon Network's original proposed corporate overhead allocation 
methodology 

I - Ye .,r e~tfm9 ~ Yea~ei11.l~u~ ... • Ye~d; e'ndmg - lfe-or~mliu"Y 
~u .. ~me~01~ ' 3UJII!le 21115 • ~.)_u~e ~01~ JUJuuo2017 ' * 1 Fomci.SI • Forecast ' Fomca!>1 rorecast 

Atruwdetl forecas. o,uH~II~g elq)>!lldthlf~ \'000 ' moo \'000 $1100 

System'Aiide qJentlng ex pendture - Aurizon Net'lll(lrk Pr~osed 57,578 60,230 65.401 67,220 

Less: <Kfjustment for Mackay Train Coot rot Centre (138) (145) (1 5 ~ (159) 

Less: adjust ments based oo high level review r:i operating expenditure - S_ection 8- Page 120 ~ (446) (457) (469) (480) 

Amended SIJslem wide operating expendi tu re 5~991 59,628 6~780 66,!ill1 

Corponi:e (}lerheads - amended as set out in Section 3- Page 55 64,Wl 66,665 69.244 71,738 

Less: adjustments. based Cf'l high ~et review rJ operating expenditure - Section 8- Page 108"' (8,105) (8,30 7) (8,515) (8,728) 
Less adjiJ stments based Ct'l detailed review of operating e>:penditure - Sec tion 1 0 - Page 131 • (1,091) (2,1 44) (2. 1 9~ (1,2S1) 

Amended corporate ovelheads ~.913 56,214 !ill,532 60,7~ 

Total amend ed operating expenditiJe 11 ~907 115,842 1 2~312 127,338 

UT4 p~osed costs 123,551 118,849 136,689 141,006 

Source . RSMBC Ca lcu lations 
Costs expressed in nominal terms 

• adjushnents have been inflated based on CPI of 2.~% per annum 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

' Year emtmg ~ Year eudlntl 1 ' Yedr etntlhg Year endtmi 
1 $ :JJ June 2014 JO June 2015 :t'J June 2016 , 30 June 2017 •' 

For'ee'(l~ • Foni'C41sl F~r~c-as For~!>! 
A;nfmded foreca~ Operai.no expandthne · by;,s""'em • \.'000 $'000 \'DOli $'000 ' 

• - .. - l: - • 

Blackw:=tsr 

GOOrPfel a 
f'..lewlands 

Mol.l"a 
OAPE 

Total 

Source: RSMBC Calrulations 
Costs expre!R!d in no min a I tenn s 

Direct cost allocation methodology 

31,985 34 ,021 37,374 39,2!a7 
53,817 55,32 3 58,339 59,115 

7,811 7,893 S,146 B,664 

7, 093 7 ,27 4 7,005 7,360 
10,194 11 ,332 1 2,447 12,90 2 

110,907 115,842 123,312 127,338 

Year endlnq • Year endmy 1Year eiidmtJ Ye-ar endinQ -

' JO Juue 2014 30 ...kme 20t!i • 30 June 2016 30 .lme 2017 
forec3s A ore cam ' foreCZISI F orecag 

, Ame_!llle•l Forecdst Opera1ing extnmditwe !!!DI!_ - ~·~rn • $1!_0'! ~·o~ 

System wide operating expenditure· Alrizon Netwctk Proposed 57,578 60,230 65,401 67,220 

Less adjustmet1: forM ack CJI Train Cot1:ro! Cet1:re (138) (145) (15 2) (159) 

Less adjustm ents based on hi!tJ levEl revieYo' of operatil g ~penditure- Section 8- Page 121) .,.. (446) (457) (469) (4'80) 

Amended !Ysl:em wide operating expenditure 56,994 ~.6211 64,780 6~581 

Corporate O\ol3rhead s- amended as set out il Section 3- Page 55 48,005 49,798 51,610 53,374 

Less: adjustments based on high le'Y'el revi€Yt' of operating B< peoditure - Sec tioo 8 . Page 1013 " (3.7 20) (3,813) (3,!ll8) (4,0CM3) 
Less: adjustmet1:s ba sed on dEt ailed reYiewof operatmg expenditure - Section 10- Pag e 131 * (883) (905) (928) (9 51) 

Amended corporate overheads 4~402 45,11l0 46,774 48,417 

Total amended operating expenditure 100,396 104,700 111,554 11 ~997 

UT4 proposed costs 123,551 128,849 136,689 141,086 

Source. RSMBC Cala.tlat10ns 
Costs eMpre~d in no mim'll terms 

• adjustments have been inflated based on CPI of 2.~ per annum 

- - - - -

Year eutlirtiJ ' Year emhniJ , , Year etnlh1y Year eudiOIJ , 
1 Ill 30 June 2014 JU .line 201!1 30 June 201ti 30 .line 2017 

~ • Forei:a's • f orecaSI ' Form:;!n# , f orec.a:s~ 
_Anumd;tlj o;ecasr. Operalmg expeutllture by~stem! - fOOD $'000 - $'000 - •._tmo ' 

Blackwater 29,170 31,000 34,051 35,733 
Goorryella 48,684 49,958 52.740 53,363 
Newian ds 1,009 7,067 1,303 7.7'>J 
Moura 6,437 6,592 6,361 6,671 
GAPE 9,096 10,092 11,1 00 11,480 

Tota l 100,396 104,711l 111,554 114,997 

Source: RSMBC Calwla1ions 
Costs expre~d in no min a I terms 

Alternative blended rate utilising directs costs instead of revenue 
- - - - -

Year et•dmy Year ending Yea.r et•tl•n!J Yeru emHny 

:II June 2014 1 30 Jme 101~ 30 Juue iD16 30 .tJue 2017 
,.. .. Forecag Forecast • f orecast Foro cast 

Amended Foractr!l 01•erathll) exttem:litilte • \"DOD i'OOO fOOD • ~·om 1, 

System wide operating E!l( penditure- Aurizon Netwctk Proposed 57,578 

Less: adjustmet1: for Mack<Pf Tra in Cot1:ro! Cet1:re (138) 

Less: a~ustmerts based on hi!tJ le'Y'el revifN¥ cl operatllg Bl(pendit.ure ~ Sectioo S ~ P ag e 120 ... (446) 

Amended 91stem wide operating expenditlKe --5::':6"',9"'94:-

Corporate 0'\terheads - amended as set rut in Section 3- Page 55 58,002 

Less a~ustmet1:s based on high level review d operat flg i!l(penditure · Sectioo 8- Page 108 * (7,019) 
Less: adjustmerts based on detailed review of operating expend itLre- Section 10 ~Page 131 ~ (1,792) 

Amended corporate overheads ---,4~::-1,-:!Ul:::-

Total amended {llerot ing expendture 

Uf4 proposed costs 

Sour ce : RSMBC C21 lcu lations 

Costs expreSSJd in nominal t erms 
' adjustment s have been inflated b21sed on Cpt of 2.5% per annum 

106,184 

123,551 

60,2ll 

(145) 

(451) 

~.628 

60,316 

r .195l 
(1 ,837) 

51,285 

110 912 

128,849 

65,401 

(152) 

(469) 

64,780 

62,651 

(1.375) 
(1 ,883) 

53,393 

118,174 

136 689 

67.)20 

(1 59) 

(480) 

ID,581 

64,900 

r ,559l 
(1,9ll) 

55,419 

122,000 

141,086 

.Year enllmg • Year ending vear BJ~IdiMy Yem etldlll!J • 

' '30 June 2014 30 .line 2015 30 June 2016 30 .ime 2017 ,' 
• ~ • 0 o I 

• _ ._ _ Forecas l rorecast 1 Foreca::;~; , Forecast 
1 

Amended Foreca~ OtJeri!lltlng expenditure : by svstnm fOOD t'OOU ~ • S'OOO • t·uw •' 

Blackwater 30,720 32,682 35,922 37,750 
GOOOfela 51,511 52,948 55,892 56,621 
Newlands 1,454 7,527 7,778 8,269 
MoLra 6,798 6,972 6,723 7,062 
GAPE 9,701 10.783 11,858 12.281 

Tot<jj 106,184 110,912 118,174 1nooo 

Source: RSMBC Calculations 
Cosls expr e~d in nomina l terms 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

Benchmarking of amended costs 

10.15 The table below sets out the revised costs set out above for the yea r ending 30 June 2014 and compares them to the three benchmark entities (Brookfield 
Rail, ARTC (Hunter Valley) and the indicative "Shadow") discussed in Section 9 on a $!Track Km, a $/forecast GTK basis and a $/contract GTK basis. 

Operating Cost($ million) 

Overhead Cost($ million) 

Total Cost ($million) 

Track Km 

Total Cost I Track Km 

Forecast GTK (million) 

Total Cost I Forecast GTK (cents) 

Contracted GTK (million) 

Total Cost I Contracted GTK (cents) 
(2013114 real dollars) 

Brookfield 
Rail 

14.33 

20.85 

35.18 

1,997 

$17,618 

23,532 

0.150 

N/a 

N/a 

ARTC Hunter 
Valley 

29.73 

16.67 

46.40 

1,336 

$34,731 

43,309 

0.107 

43,309 

0.107 

Indicative 
Shadow 
Benchmark 

52.83 

40.24 

93.07 

2,667 

$34,897 

80,513 

0.116 

107,138 

0.087 

56.99 

53.91 

110.90 

2,667 

$41,582 

80,513 

0.138 

107,138 

0.104 

Direct Cost 
Allocation 
Methodology 

56.99 

43.40 

100.39 

2,667 

$37,642 

80,513 

0.125 

107, 138 

0.094 

Alternative 
Blended Rate 
Allocation 
Methodology 

56.99 

49.19 

106.18 

2,667 

$39,813 

80,513 

0.132 

107, 138 

0.099 

10.16 This benchmarking exercise has a number of constraints that need to be recognised. In particular, that quality and level of information for the comparative 
below rail access providers is limited. There are a number of operational differences as outlined in paragraphs 8.5 (page 90) to 8.15 (page 92) and 
paragraph 9.17 (page 124) that will impact on the costs of Aurizon Network compared to the comparable entities. 

10.17 The Aurizon Network proposed allocation methodology is most closely aligned with the benchmark costs for ARTC on a $/contracted GTK basis. 

10.18 The direct cost allocation methodology is most closely aligned with the benchmark costs on a $!Track Km and a forecast $/GTK basis. 
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Conclusion 

10.19 Aurizon Network has identified a number of factors and differences 
between its operations and that of the comparable entities that also 
impact on the assessment of the benchmarking results including: 

• Aurizon Network operates a system with significant route 
electrification; 

• Aurizon Network's CQCN system is predominantly in a remote 
location and in a region which endures more extreme weather 
conditions compared with the Hunter Valley coal system resulting 
in higher operational complexity and costs; 

• Aurizon Network is part of a more complex supply chain structure 
when contrasted with the Hunter Valley coal system which 
interfaces with one port precinct which is governed by the 
HVCCC. The Central Queensland Ports have significant different 
operating modes which directly affect the capacity and operation 
of the Central Queensland Coal System. For example the 
Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal has a cargo assembly model which 
places significantly more strain and operational complexity onto 
the rail and mine components of the supply chain compared with 
the Hunter Valley; 

• lnterconnectivity of the four systems creates complexity with 
respect to access rights, cross system tariffs and operations to 
several terminals both domestic and export; and 

• the introduction of short term transfers system will also add 
complexity to train schedUling. As a response to feedback from 
customers fo r greater flexibility in the management of access 
rights, including for the purpose of managing take or pay 
obligations, Aurizon Network has agreed with the proposal of the 
introduction of a process to facilitate short term transfers, by 
enabling customers within a cluster (or within a short 
geographical distance of each other) to seek pre-approval of a 
transfer. 

10.20 However, it is also noted that Aurizon Network is part of a larger group 
with shared corporate services. Therefore, when benchmarking 
Overhead Costs against comparable entities, consideration also 
needs to be given to Aurizon Network having access to synergistic 
cost savings from its shared corporate services which would not be 
available to comparable, stand-alone companies, which are smaller in 
size than the Aurizon Holdings group. 

10.21 We further note that Aurizon Network has incorporated a separate 
overhead allowance within the classification of its maintenance costs 
as discussed in Section 4 of this report. We are unable to ascertain 
whether the benchmark entities adopt a similar treatment within their 
classification of costs. 

10.22 We are not able to quantify the differences in costs that the above 
factors will have on the costs of Aurizon Network compared to the 
benchmark entities. Quantification of the above would require an 
extensive operational analysis of Aurizon Network and the benchmark 
entities. 
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conclusions that can be substantiated is limited accordingly. M 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

10.24 We are unable provide a conclusion as to which of the above cost 
allocation methodologies is the most appropriate. The factors which 
need to be ascertained to make a conclusion that can be fully 
substantiated include: 

• quantification of the normalisation of costs that would be 
required to be made to ARTC (Hunter Valley) and Brookfield 
Rail to account for the operational differences as set out in 
paragraphs 10.19 and 1 0. 20; 

• an operational review of Aurizon Network's operations and 
structure to assess the impact on Aurizon Network's costs of 
being required to be in a position to resource to contract or 
peak capacity levels; and 

• a full operational and organisation analysis of Aurizon 
Network operations would be required to refine and validate 
the assumptions within the indicative "Shadow" benchmark. 

10.25 However, we would note that the direct cost allocation methodology is 
most closely aligned with the benchmark costs on a $!Track Km and a 
$/GTK basis. We consider that these two metrics are of particular 
relevance to measuring the efficiency of a below rai l network operator. 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

Review of productivity improvements reflected within the UT4 
forecasts 

10.26 The UT4 operating forecasts have been calculated by Aurizon 
Network by: 

• assessing base forecast operating expenses for the year ending 
30 June 2013; 

• escalating these costs by the following indexations factors; and 

FY15 FY16 

Train Control 1.90% 2.60% 2.50% 2.10% 

Professional 2.30% 3.20% 2.90% 2,30% 

CPI 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 

• adjusting costs for one off regulatory costs in 2015/16 and 
2016/17 in relation to preparing for the UT5 access undertaking 
proposal. 

10.27 Aurizon Network has advised of the following areas of productivity 
benefits incorporated into the UT 4 period: 37 

• "Aurizon Network expects volumes to increase by 2017 by an 
additional 40mt without the requirement for significant additional 
train control resources. Based on a 31 Om/t contracted this 
represents 28% uplift or productivity gain from the current 242mlt 
contracted (FY2013). Given that infrastructure is built in line with 
contractual requirements, Aurizon Network has structured the 
organisation to be able to manage movement of such tonnes 
(even if actual or forecast tonnes are lower); 

37 
Source: Aurizon Network Management response to request for information provided on 6 December 2013 

• Aurizon Network is developing an integrated Network Planning, 
Scheduling and Execution tool, APEX (Project Pluto). APEX is 
expected to decrease the turnaround of the weekly plan by 
between 24-48 hours freeing up the planning team to improve ad 
hoc access requests and securing non-invasive maintenance 
windows. The Project Pluto business case identifies an 
improvement of circa 200 train paths annually that are currently 
identified as scheduling conflicts. APEX will be used to support 
this drive as the. movement planner identifies ''white space" or 
natural windows to conduct maintenance activities. Aurizon 
Network's target is to hold constant the number of system 
closures over the UT 4 period even though the maintenance task 
will materially increase based on the forecast increase in 
volumes projected over the UT 4 period; 

• a key initiative and productivity improvement is planned in 
relation to the interface between maintenance teams and network 
contro l. Currently the procedure requires maintenance crews to 
request access and protection via radio and paper forms. As part 
of the track access system (TAS) initiative, network control will 
interface w ith crews electronically. This will have the effect of 
decreasing the time it takes teams to get on track and reducing 
the access process turnaround time for the controllers. Based on 
analysis of similar operations in the United States, it is 
anticipated that a minimum of 1 hr a day improvement (reduction) 
in access request time per maintenance crew will be realised. 
This also allows the existing train control team to absorb the 
additional contracted capacity expected over the UT 4 period; 

• use of train control simulator- a train control simulator has been 
developed with the aim of improving train control capability, 
competence and consistency. Controllers are exposed to various 
scenarios to improve reaction time and develop enhanced skills 
in a safe environment. 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

• Phase 2 of Project Pluto is also in development to provide 
decision support capability. This will have a productivity benefit in 
that decisions made by the train controllers will be made in 
relation to the performance of the whole system rather than just 
that controllers train control board; 

• as a response to feedback from customers for greater flexibility in 
the management of access rights (i.e. temporary transfers or 
'capacity swaps' between access holders) Aurizon Network has 
agreed with the proposal of the introduction of a process to 
facilitate short term transfers, by enabling customers within a 
cluster (or within a short geographical distance of each other) to 
seek pre-approval of a transfer. Whilst the provision of this 
service is not showing as a productivity improvement in the train 
control area based on existing headcount. Aurizon Network 
asserts that there is a significant amount of additional work 
required to support short term transfers over the UT 4 period, 
which is being absorbed and has not been included as an 
additional cost in the outer years of UT 4 in the form of additional 
headcount; 

• Aurizon Network has put forward an operator capping proposal to 
provide stronger performance incentives for operators by 
allowing the operator to attribute the consumption of access 
rights from over-railing to mitigate its take or pay obligations 
(either through its direct contracted access rights or through end
user nomination), prior to distributing those benefits to the 
broader system." 

10.28 Aurizon Network also commented that productivity in the area of train 
control should take into account the ability to improve capacity on the 
track by improving scheduling and efficient management of closures, 
with the benefit of additional efficiency created on the network 
outweighing any potential cost savings achieved from a reduction in 
headcount. 

10.29 RSMBC considers that the above, represents a number of valid 
productivity improvements which will improve the operational efficiency 
and safety of Aurizon Network's operations. 

10.30 RSMBC notes that in an ASX investor presentation lodged on the ASX 
on 19 August 2013, Aurizon Holdings reported a drive to achieve 
sustainable cost reductions and efficiencies of $90 million in FY2014 
and a further $140+ million in FY2015. 

10.31 Aurizon Network has advised that $100 million of these costs savings 
relate to shared support services. AUrizon Network further advised that 
some of these cost savings had been identified when the UT 4 cost 
submission was prepared, but others had hot, and the specific areas 
where these savings will be achieved are still to be identified and may 
not be in areas in which Aurizon Network receives a significant 
a llocation of costs. 

10.32 Whilst Aurizon Network's costs form a small proport ion of Aurizon 
Holdings' total costs, we do not consider it unreasonable to expect that a 
proportion of the cost savings to relate to below-rail activities. 
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Productivity improvements reflected in other access agreements 

10.33 From a review of other access agreements, we note that the 

• 

• 

• 

Melbourne Metro Access Agreement includes an X factor of 1% 
per annum. Based on this, Metro are committed to reduce 
access costs by 1% per annum in real terms over the 5 years of 
the access agreement (5 years ended 30 June 2016); 

Access Agreement in relation to Brookfield Rail's network 
includes an X factor adjustment in relation to productivity of 25% 
of CPI; and 

financial forecast costs utilised to form the regulatory tariffs for 
the ARTC (Hunter Valley) 2010 Access Undertaking refer to an 
annual productivity factor being applied in the escalation of costs 
on a year by year basis. The nature of this productivity factor is 
not disclosed. 

Consideration of Stakeholder Submissions 

QRC 

10.34 QRC noted that at an investor briefing, Aurizon Holdings reported a 
targeted $100 million reduction in centralised support costs and $130 
million in above rail productivity improvements by FY15. QRC noted 
that it was unclear, if the savings in centralised support costs have 
been factored into Aurizon Network's UT 4 System Wide and Regional 
Cost claim. 

10.35 QRC noted that the targeted reduction in centralised support costs 
and above rail productivity improvements is at complete odds with the 
UT 4 System Wide and Regional cost claim and that Industry contends 
that productivity improvements which are occurring in non - regulated 
businesses in Aurizon Group are equally applicable to Aurizon 
Network. 

10.36 QRC considers that QCA should consider reintroducing a productivity 
factor, such as CPI - X , to apply to Aurizon Network operating 
expenditure through the UT 4 period, as occurred prior to UT3. 

RSMBC Comments 

10.37 We have considered the investor briefing referred to in our review of 
productivity improvements within the UT4 period. RSMBC agrees 
that, where Aurizon Holding's is reducing centralised support costs 
over the UT 4 period, then an allocation of these savings for areas 
where costs are allocated to Aurizon Network should be recognised 
within the UT 4 forecasts. 

BMAIBMC 

10.38 BMAIBMC submitted that it considers that Aurizon Network has 
forecast an upwardly biased annual regulatory revenue stream, partly 
by not providing a CPI-X efficiency measure in its operating or 
maintenance costs forecasts. 

10.39 BMAIBMC observed that: 

• 

• 

the objective of a CPI-X price adjustment in regulated industries 
is to ensure a regulated business prices its outputs as it would in 
a competitive market; 

a CPI-X efficiency measure was applied by the Authority in UT1 
and UT2; 
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• 

• 

in UT3 the Authority accepted AUrizon Network's request for the 
X factor be valued at zero on the basis that sufficient productiv ity 
improvements had already been incorporated into . Aurizon 
Network's UT3 estimated maintenance and operating cost 
forecasts. The UT3 forecasts were fully transparent to the 
Authority and outlined a "bottom up" analysis of the expected 
costs to be incurred that included specific efficiency improvement 
measures; and 

in contrast the UT4 documentation has not outlined similar 
explicit efficiency gains that have been imbedded into the UT 4 
maintenance cost forecasts. 

10.40 BMA/BMC expressed concern the Draft Access Undertaking does not 
address a CPI-X efficiency measure as an issue requiring an Authority 
decision. BMA/BMC stated that "whilst the QCA is presented with the 
overwhelming task of sifting through all cost data (based on a cost 
allocation within Aurizon's Management Accounts), external reports 
and confidential reports within a relatively short period of time, we 
need to ensure the standard regulatory efficiency measure is not 
forgotten in the midst of this review activity". 

10.41 BMA/BMC concluded that, "where any doubt exists with respect to a 
decision on AN's forecast regulatory cost base, then BMA/BMC OCA 
also apply an X factor adjustment to provide sufficient incentive for AN 
to deliver efficiency savings over the UT 4 period". 

RSMBC Comments 

10.42 The productivity improvements being implemented by Aurizon 
Network were not specifically defined within volume 3 of the 2013 
Draft Access Undertaking. 

10.43 The productivity improvements over the UT 4 period are not proposed 
to explicitly result in real cost reductions over the UT 4 period, but do 
appear to provide benefit both through increased volume delivery 
without cost increases and other improved service delivery. 

Conclusion 

10.44 From material provided to us, we consider the UT4 operational 
expenditure forecasts have provided for a number of operational 
productivity initiatives which, whilst not producing any reduction _1 n 
costs over the UT 4 period, provide for a number of product1v1ty 
improvements and improved services to CQCN users. 

10.45 Aurizon Network has asserted that its structure and initiatives will 
enable the delivery of a 28% increase in contracted volume without 
significant cost increases, which would result in a long term reduction 
in the marginal cost of supply to CQCN users, so long as volumes 
increase. It is not possible to provide a quantitative assessment of the 
value of the other productivity init iatives being undertaken by Aurizon 
Network. 

10.46 Therefore, Aurizon Network appears to have implemented productivity 
improvements within its system wide operations. Given the ab?ve, 
the application of a further CPI-X adjustment to system w1de direct 
costs (excluding Corporate Overheads) does not appear to be 
required. 

10.47 Aurizon Holdings has advised that there is a drive to reduce shared 
corporate costs by $100 million over FY 2014 and FY 2015 .. Aurizon 
Network advised that some of these cost savings had been 1dent1f1ed 
when the UT 4 cost submission was prepared, but others have not and 
the specific areas where these will be achieved are still to be identified 
and may not be in areas in which Aurizon Network rece1ves a 
significant a llocation of costs. 

10.48 Whilst Aurizon Network's costs form a small proportion of Aurizon 
Holdings' total costs, we do not consider it unreasonable to expect 
that a proportion of the cost savings to relate to below-rail activities. 

10.49 We note that Brookfield Rail , ARTC (Hunter Valley) and Melbourne 
Metro were identified as having productivity improvement obligations 
included within their access agreements on a CPI-X basis. 
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10.50 We therefore consider it reasonable that a CPI-X adjustment be 
included within the UT 4 forecast operational expense to be applied to 
allocated corporate overhead costs to represent reasonable 
productivity improvement to be incorporated on a year by year basis. 

10.51 An X factor of between 0.625% (being the 25% of CPI (assumed to be 
2.5%) applied within the Brookfield Rail Access Agreement) and 1% 
(being the factor provided for within the Melbourne Metro Access 
Agreement) would appear to be reasonable. 
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11 . Task 3.3.1 -Advice on Interest During 
Construction ("IDC") 

Scope 

11 .1 RSMBC has been requested by QCA to provide an opinion, including 
tax advice, on the reasonableness of the proposed Interest During 
Constriction methodology within section 8. 6 of Volume 3 of the 3013 
Draft Access Undertaking. 

11 .2 As part of the above process, RSMBC has been requested by QCA to 
consider relevant submissions from QRC, Asciano, BMA and BMC 
and RTCA. 

Background 

11 .3 The construction of many of Aurizon Network's capital expenditure 
projects span a large timeframe and Aurizon Network is not able to 
recover a return on an asset until that asset has been commissioned 
and included in the RAB (following approval by the QCA). 

11.4 Therefore, to enable Aurizon Network to obtain a return on the 
amounts expended on capital projects prior to the asset being 
commissioned, an IDC cost is accrued into the cost of an asset up to 
the date of an asset's inclusion in the RAB. 

11 .5 The above treatment has been applied in prior access undertaking 
periods. 

11 .6 During the review of the 2007/08 capital expenditure claim, Aurizon 
Network and the QCA agreed that the IDC should be calculated on 
the basis of accumulated interest on actual monthly capital 
expenditure up to the month of the assets inclusion in the RAB based 
on the following formula. 

!DC = ~[Capex * (1 - ((1 - ff"ACC 1 :1 ) - 1))._.,~] 
__. "' 

Where: 

Capex, = capex for the month 

Remaining months = months remaining pnor to date asset written into the RAB 

11 .7 The WACC was based on the QCA approved WACC, which is a post 
tax nominal vanilla WACC. 

11 .8 The post-tax nominal vanilla WACC is calculated based on the 
following formula. 

fVACC3 =ktlx L +k,x (l-L) 

\Mlere. 
ko = cost of debt 

k. = cost of equrty 

L = leverage (debt 10 tomt value), based on benchmar1< gearing 

11.9 In Volume 3 of the 2013 Draft Undertaking, Aurizon Network's has 
submitted that a complexity has been identified with the use of a post 
tax nominal va nilla WACC for the purposes of calculating the IDC to 
be applied in the calculation of asset values for inclusion in the RAB. 
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11.10 The use of the post-tax nominal vanilla WACC requires the tax 
deductibility of capitalised debt interest costs (forming a proportion of 
the IDC based on the assumed gearing ratio) to be taken into account 
in the modelling of cash flows. 

11.11 The revised revenue model proposed by Aurizon Network for the UT 4 
period does not include a return on and of assets and associated 
interest cash flows on assets until the date they are forecast to be 
commissioned and included in the RAB. 

11.12 Therefore, the revised revenue model does not take into account the 
tax deductions derived from the debt funding of capital expenditure 
prior to the date that they are included in the RAB. 

11.13 To rectify this, Aurizon Network proposes to utilise a post-tax nominal 
WACC formula comprising of the weighted average of the post-tax 
cost of debt and the post-tax cost of equity (referred to as the post-tax 
classic WACC) as expressed in the following formula. 

fr.rlCC = kJ(l - Tc(l - .S)) x L + k~ X (1 - L) 

W'here: 
Tc = oorpomte tax rote 

a= gamma 

11.14 In Volume 3 of the 2013 Draft Undertaking Aurizon Network states 
that this complexity has arisen due to recent tax tax changes which 
allows for tax deductions for capitalised interest to be recognised 
when incurred. We have been advised through subsequent 
discussions with Aurizon Network that this is not the case and that the 
ability to obtain tax deductions for capitalised interest as incurred has 
been in place for a number of years. 

11.15 As part of the terms of reference, we have undertaken a review 
Aurizon Network's tax treatment of interest during construction. 

RSMBC Comments -proposed IDC calculation methodology 

11.1 6 RSMBC has undertaken a review of Aurizon Network's proposed 
methodology and concluded that it appears reasonable, as discussed 
below. 

11 .17 1 n calculating any return on capital, it is critical that the discount rate 
utilised to calculate returns is matched to the cash flows that are being 
utilised. For example, a nominal discount rate is required to be 
applied to nominal cash flows and a post-tax discount rate is required 
to be applied to post tax cash flows. 

11.1 8 As the revenue model proposed by Aurizon Network does not take 
into account the tax deductibility of interest on capital expenditure, an 
adjustment in the discount rate used to calculate the IDC should be 
made to reflect this. 

11.19 Based on the upper bounds of the proposed WACC assumptions 
within Volume 3 of the 2013 Draft Undertaking the post-tax nominal 
vanilla WACC and the post-tax nominal classic WACC are as set out 
below. 

post-tax nominal vanilla 
WACC 

8.18% 

post-tax nominal classic 
WACC 

7.36% 
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11.20 The utilisation of the lower post tax nominal classic WACC reduces 
the I DC charge throughout the period of construction of the asset until 
it is commissioned and included in the RAB (resulting in a lower asset 
value on which Aurizon Network receives a return). However, Aurizon 
Network will be compensated for this reduction in the commissioned 
asset value through its ability to benefit from the tax deductibility of the 
interest expenses incurred during the construction period. 

11.21 As a further cross check of the proposed IDC methodology, Aurizon 
Network also provided RSMBC with a hypothetical model which , for a 
hypothetical asset constructed over three years, compared the 
commissioned asset value inclusive of capitalised interest in the year 
of commissioning to the equivalent cash flows that Aurizon Network 
would have earned had the capital expenditure been included in the 
RAB in the year it was occurred. 

11.22 The hypothetical model demonstrated that, other than for a small 
variance (less than 0.1 %) due to timing differences, the proposed 
methodology calculated an equivalent asset value to be capitalised 
into the RAB. 

11.23 RSMBC has reviewed the integrity and of the hypothetical model 
provided by Aurizon Network. No issues were noted from the review. 

Taxation treatment of Interest During Construction 

11 .24 RSMBC made enquiries of Aurizon Network in relation to the tax 
deductibility of debt interest component of Interest During 
Construction. 

11 .25 Aurizon Network advised that: 

11 Prior to 1 July 2001 - Aurizon Network could claim a deduction 
under the general deduction provision (section 8-1) for interest 
expenses incurred provided the borrowed funds have been 
applied for the purposes of gaining or producing assessable 
income and the expenditure is not considered to be capital in 
nature. In this regard, in Steele v Deputy Commissioner of 
Taxation, the High Court of Australia held that interest expenses 
in relation to the purchase of a capital asset is revenue and not 
capital in nature, and this character is not altered by the fact that 
the borrowed funds are used to purchase capital assets; 

11 From 1 July 2001 (but prior to 30 June 2010) - section 25-85 
applied to ensure that interest incurred on the debt interest (i.e. 
bank debt) is not prevented from being deducted under the 
general deduction provision, even where the interest is capital in 
nature. Accordingly, interest expenses in relation to debt 
obtained after 1 July 2001 by Aurizon Network to fund the 
construction of the assets continued to be deductible under the 
general deduction provision as the funds have been applied for 
an income producing purpose. This would be the case even if 
the costs were considered to be capital in nature (in spite of 
Steele's case); and 
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• from 1 July 2010 - relation to debt issued from 1 July 2010, the 
Taxation of Financial Arrangements (TOFA) provisions apply to 
treat any outgoings incurred in relation to a financial arrangement 
(i.e. bank debt) as deductible (section 230-15) provided the 
outgoing is incurred in gaining or producing assessable income. 
In relation to interest on a bank debt, the interest is deductible 
over the period of the loan (i.e. essentially in the income year the 
interest expense is incurred.) This means the expenditure is not 
excluded from being deductible even where it would be 
considered to be capital in nature under the general deduction 
provision. Accordingly, interest expenses in relation to debt 
obtained after 1 July 201 0 by Aurizon Network to fund the 
construction of assets will be deductible under Division 230 as 
the funds have been applied for an income producing purpose. 
This would be the case even if the costs were considered capital 
in nature (in spite of Steele's case). 

11.26 Based on the above, Aurizon Network considers that interest incurred 
on borrowings used to fund the construction of assets will be 
deductible to Aurizon Network and that the deduction will essentially 
arise in the income year in which the interest is incurred. 

RSMBC Comments 

11 .27 We have reviewed the above tax assessment provided by Aurizon 
Network, and concur with the conclusions reached. 

11.28 We would also note that: 

• a return that would be deductible only because of the combined 
operation of s 25-85 and s 8-1 (i.e. a return that would not be 
deductible but for s 25-85) is deductible only to the extent that the 
'annually compounded internal rate of return' does not exceed 
'the benchmark rate of return for the interest increased by 150 
basis points (refers 25-85(5)) - an equivalent cap is contained in 
the TOFA rules at s 230-15(5), 

• it may be necessary to cons ider an application of the ;thin 
capitalisation' provisions which operate to deny interest 
deductions in certain circumstances. These provisions however 
only apply where a taxpayer has cross-border investments. 

11 .29 However, we consider it unlikely that either of the above provisions 
would impact the tax deductibility off debt interest component of 
Interest During Construction. 

Consideration of Stakeholder Submissions 

11.30 No stakeholder submissions were identified that were relevant to the 
review of interest during construction. 
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Conclusion 

11 .31 Based on our review, the interest during construction methodology 
proposed by Aurizon Network appears reasonable. 

11 .32 The utilisation of a post-tax nominal WACC of 7.36% appears 
reasonable on the basis that the 8.18% post-tax nominal vanilla 
regulatory WACC is approved. Any amendments to the post-tax 
nominal vanilla WACC will require an associated change to the post
tax nominal WACC utilised to calculate IDC. 
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12. Task 3.3.2- Review of Capital Cost Build-Up 

Scope Work undertaken by RSMBC 

12.1 Aurizon Network's proposed Capital Indicator includes a total forecast 
capital expenditure of $1.95 billion over four years for the CQCN. 

12.2 Capital Indicator relates to the annual capital expenditure allowance 
approved by the QCA, from time to time, for the purpose of assessing 
the relevant Reference Tariffs. 

12.3 Whenever a project (or set of projects) is constructed, the 
associated cost , time and scope is assessed based on the risk 
management framework. The cost build-up, and particularly the 
contingency funds, should bear some relationship with the risk 
associated with Aurizon Network not meeting the targets associated 
with that project. 

12.4 RSMBC has been requested by OCA to review Aurizon Network's 
methodology to calculate capital cost build-up, and how it links to the 
investment framework and risk contingency measures. 

12.5 As part of the above process, RSMBC has been requested by QCA to 
consider relevant submissions from QRC, Asciano, BMA and BMC 
and RTCA. 

12.6 RSMBC has undertaken the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

a review of proposed capital investments to ascertain the 
planning and development work done; 

for a sample of projects, a review of the project's scope; 

for a sample of projects we reviewed Aurizon Network's 
assessments of the risk profile of each project and ascertained 
the risks that are within Aurizon Network's control which are 
included in its risk adjusted WACC; 

a review of Aurizon Network's Capital cost build-up 
methodology; and 

we assessed the reasonableness of risk contingency measures 
included within the capital cost build-up based on the above. 
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RSMBC Comments 

12.7 The estimation of capital costs for rail projects in Australia has 
generally entailed significant allocation of allowances for risks and 
contingencies. Whilst these allowances vary as the project moves 
through its natural lifecycle, the application of risk management and 
governance is critical to ensure that there is adequate control over the 
scope of the projects. 

12.8 In undertaking a review of the Capital Cost Build Up, Aurizon Network 
was asked to provide a detailed list of projects which form the Capital 
Indicator for UT 4. 

12.9 Once the list of all projects (approximately 300 projects, categorised 
into 14 groups) was obtained, a meeting was held with Aurizon 
Network to understand Aurizon Network's investment framework, 
approach to estimating costs across the project lifecycle and 
allocation & control of contingencies. 

12.10 Following meeting with Aurizon Network, RSMBC selected three 
sample projects to reflect: 

• materiality of values under UT 4; 

• a sample of various project types; and 

• status in terms of delivery . 

12.11 The three projects selected for review of the capital cost build up are 
outlined in the table below. These projects represent 23.8% of the 
total Capital Indicator. 

HPX 3 (APR 132.791 
11007) I A 
03353 

Turnout 143.180 
Replacement 
Program (APR 
12166) 

WIRP - Stage 91 0.000 
1 (APR 11115) 
I A02976 

Component 
value assessed 
($million)' 

1- Source: Aurizon Network UT4 Capital Indicator breakdown 

Description I Status 

Goonyella Rail Expansion 
Project- Track duplication 
south of Hay Point. 
In execution phase 

Replacement of turnout for the 
coal network, system wide. 
Majority of the forecast 
expenditure ($120m) is 
expected to occur in FY 2017. 

Comprising of the North Coast 
Une Aldoga triplication and 
Wiggins Island balloon loop. 
In execution phase 

2- $58.9621 million represents one of 3 projects of the total HPX 3 Capital Indicator amount of $132.791 
million. 

3- $143.180 million represents 100% of the Turnout replacement program. 
4- $263.786 million represent s one of 11 projects of the total WIRP -Stage 1 Capital Indicator amount of 

$910 .000 million. 
5- Source: Aurizon Network project cost summary sheets - represents Aurizon Network's m ost recent 

project cost estimates. Estimated costs of HPX 3 and W IRP Stage 1 changed as a result of scope 
changes and refinement of estimat ed costs between the preparation of the capital indicator in 2012 and 
the date of this report. 
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12.12 As part of the review, AUrizon Network provided the following 
documents: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Cost Estimating Procedure (T 1137 Version 1.0 Date 
2/08/2007); 

Project Management Manual (PM M 1312, Version 1.0 Date 
14/06/2013); 

Enterprise Risk Management Framework (Version 6.0 Date 
8/07/2013) ; 

Project Governance Framework; 

Investment Framework Manual Version 3.1 dated 1/11/2012; 

Project Summary sheets for the above three projects and 
updated summary estimates for Project HPX 3 (APR 11007) 
and WIRP- Stage 1 Packages; and 

• Risk Register for North Coast Line Aldoga triplication and 
Wiggins Island balloon loop (A02976). 

Aurizon Network's approach for Capital Cost build up 

12.13 Aurizon Network's investment management framework is based on 
investment estimates having a range of accuracy depending on the 
maturity level (development stage) of a project. The level of 
allowance for the inaccuracy of cost estimates changes from about +/-
50% (at concept stage) to about+/- 10% at feasibility stage (detailed 
design prior to execution). 

12.14 Aurizon Network's Cost Estimating Procedure states that capital cost 
estimates are built up from base estimated costs, which are then: 

• adjusted for location and scale of the project 

• adjusted for with allowances for design changes and quantity 
variances; and 

• adjusted for risk contingencies. 

12.15 The level of contingencies to be applied to projects also varies on the 
level of project development. These are 30-50% at concept stage and 
5%-15% at the feasibility stage. Aurizon Network apply 
contingencies, based on the project summary costs, to direct 
estimated project costs at three levels, as follows: 

• for each discipline (trade); 

• risk contingency based on a risk assessment process; and 

• an overall project level. 

12.16 The general polices adopted in the Investment Management Manual 
and Estimating Procedure are considered reasonable and consistent 
with industry practice for civil I t rack projects. 

12.17 However, we note the following: 

• the Investment Framework Manual and Cost Estimating 
Procedure do not differentiate between various project types. 
For example, it would be expected that the cost accuracy or 
allocated contingency for system/technology projects would 
entail a higher level of variance/contingency compared to 
predominantly civil construction projects to allow for higher risks 
and uncertainties associated with system/technology projects ; 
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• 

• 

the approach for calculating the contingency for each discipline 
and overall project level contingency is not articulated in the 
Cost Estimating Procedure. However, we have been advised 
that Project Management is governed by Project Risk Profiling 
(utilising Monte Carlo analysis), Independent Peer Reviews of 
Estimate, Investment Framework Policies and Project 
Management Manual which all act as controls to manage the 
quantum and type of contingencies factored into the project 
budgets. The above process appears appropriate and mitigates 
the risk of contingency levels being inappropriately factored into 
capital estimates; and 

the actual build-up of the capital costs for the three projects 
could not be reviewed for consistency with the Cost Estimating 
Procedure or the overall level of contingency applied. 

Extent of contingency applied and relationship to risks 

12.18 In the capital investment submission for UT 4, the costs of two of the 
three projects reviewed include allowances for discipline and risk 
contingency allowance. 

12.19 We have been advised by Aurizon Network that the Capital Indicator 
projects generally include discipline and risk contingency allowances, 
but do not include a general project contingency allowances. The 
Capital Indicator project forecasts are based on the most likely 
expenditure to occur based on the known schedule and scope of the 
project. Contingency budgets are only drawn down and forecasted 
once that risk becomes tangible and will be incurred. 

12.20 Aurizon Network advise that, whilst there is no single formula to value 
the contingency amount, the level of contingency is built upon a 
number of complex factors which includes 

• the level of certainty of the estimate; 

• the level of detail known for the phase the project is in ; 

• the level of design and investigations undertaken for the 
project; 

• the timing of delivery of the project; 

• the technology adopted in the project and the mix of trades 
combined in the projects (i. e. is it a civil or a signalling project) ; 
and 

• the level of familiarity Aurizon has with the project i.e. is it a 
standard rail project using Aurizon' Design Standards. 

12.21 Detailed estimates of the Turnout Replacement Program have not 
been prepared as this project has been casted on the basis of the 
investment required to keep the system up to date rather than scoping 
of individual work packages within the program. 
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12.22 The contingency amounts used in the updated project costs 
(representing Aurizon Network's current cost estimates for each 
project which has been prepared subsequently to the preparation of 
the Capital Indicator) are outlined in the following table. 

ProJect 

Contingency 
type 

Discipline and 
Risk 
Contingency 

Project 
Contingency 

Total 
Contingency 

HPX3 (APR 
11 007) 

Turnout 
Replacement 
Program (APR 
12166) 

WIRP- Stage 1 
(APR 11115) 

As a percentage of base costs (i.e. excluding contingency) 

12.23 The risk contingency included in the above is based on an 
assessment of project risks with a P90 figure (90% probability of the 
spend coming within budget based on risk assessment modelling) 
adopted for the updated budget for HPX 3 and a P75 figure (75% 
probability of the spend coming within budget based on risk 
assessment modelling) adopted for WIRP- Stage 1 (APR 1111 5). 

12.24 The level of contingency included for HPX 3 & WIRP Stage 1 projects 
does not appear unreasonable. 

Consideration of Stakeholder Submissions 

12.25 No stakeholder submissions were identified that were relevant to the 
review of interest during construction. 

Conclusion 

12.26 Based on analysis undertaken, our conclusions are: 

• The general polices adopted in the Investment Framework 
Manual and Estimating Procedure are considered reasonable 
and consistent with industry practice for civil I track projects. 
We note, however, that: 

o the Investment Framework Manual and Cost Estimating 
Procedure do not differentiate between various project 
types. For example, it would be expected that the cost 
accuracy or allocated contingency for system/technology 
projects would entail a higher level of variance/contingency 
compared to predominantly civi l construction projects to 
allow for higher risks and uncertainties associated with 
system/technology projects. 
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• 

• 

o the approach for calculating the discipline and overall 
project level contingency is not articulated in the Cost 
Estimating Procedure. It appears that this is left to the 
judgement of the respective manager of the project. 
However, we have been advised that Project Management 
is governed by Project Risk Profiling (utilising monte carlo 
analysis), Independent Peer Reviews of Estimate, 
Investment Framework Policies and Project Management 
Manual which all act as controls to manage the quantum 
and type of contingencies factored into the project 
budgets. Furthermore, the WIRP Segment 2 NCL 
estimate was subject to further scrutiny as the total project 
spend was agreed and underwritten by customers through 
the execution of the WIRP Commercial Deed. The above 
process appears appropriate and mitigates the risk of 
contingency levels being inappropriately factored into 
capital estimates; and 

We have not been provided with sufficient information to enable 
us to ascertain with the Aurizon Network polices were applied 
for the sample of projects reviewed; and 

We have been advised by Aurizon Network that the Capital 
Indicator projects generally include discipline and risk 
contingency allowances, but do not include a general project 
contingency allowances. The Capital Indicator project forecasts 
are based on the most likely expenditure to occur based on the 
known schedule and scope of the project. Contingency 
budgets are only drawn down and forecasted once that risk 
becomes tangible and will be incurred. 

12.27 On the basis of our review, the approach adopted by Aurizon Network 
in relation to the capital cost build-up, and its linkage to the investment 
framework and risk contingency measures appears reasonable. 
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13. Maintenance Submission- Return on Assets 

Scope Background 

13.1 RSMBC has been requested by QCA to: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

obtain a copy of Aurizon Network's return on assets 
calculations for the UT 4 period and check the calculation for 
mathematical accuracy and, where applicable, trace the 
calculations back to source documents; 

review the methodology employed by Aurizon Network to 
ensure that only assets relevant to maintenance activities have 
been included within the return on assets calculation; 

discuss with Aurizon Network the logic for the utilisation of 
Gross Replacement Value in the calculation of the return on 
assets rather than book value and provide an opinion in relation 
to the reasonableness of this approach; 

assess the impact on the return on asset costs of the utilisation 
of asset's book values instead of the Gross Replacement 
Value; and 

request Aurizon Network's supporting documentation for the 
Real Pre-Tax Weighted Average Cost of Capital utilised in the 
calculation and undertake a high level assessment of 
reasonableness based on the proposed Regulatory Weighted 
Average Cost of Capital proposed by Aurizon Network. 

13.2 As part of the above process, RSMBC has been requested by QCA 
to consider relevant submissions from QRC, Asciano, BMA and 
BMC and RTCA. 

13.3 The Aurizon Network UT4 maintenance submission includes, in 
addition to direct maintenance costs and maintenance division 
corporate overheads, a charge in relation to return on fixed assets 
employed for maintenance activities, together with a return on 
inventory and working capital, as set out in the table below (in Real 
FY 2012 dollars). 

($'million) 

Return on Assets 23.408 30. 191 31 .724 31.724 

Return on Inventory 1.206 1.206 1.206 1.206 

Return on Working Capital 1.079 1.163 1.197 1.218 

Total* 25.693 32.560 34.127 34.148 

* Th e total return on assets, working capital and inventory charge over the UT4 period is 
disclosed within the UT4 maintenance submission as both depreciation charges of the AM and 
STS division amounting of $78.233 million (note -table 22, page 112 of the UT4 Maintenance 
Submission only discloses depreciation costs of the STS division of $72.501 million and does 
not disclose depreciation costs of the AM division of $5.732 million) and the return on assets 
charge of assets, working capital and inventory charge of $48.295 (Table 21 , page 111 of the 
UT4 Maintenance Submission). 
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13.4 Return on assets ("ROA'') relates to assets used in two areas: 

• The specialised track services ("STS") group, delivers 
specialised below rail major maintenance and reconstruction; 
and 

• The asset maintenance ("AM") group - undertakes all 
infrastructure inspection, corrective and reactive maintenance 
not undertaken by Specialised Track Services. 

13.5 The asset costs used as the basis for the return on assets 
calculation proposed by Au rizon Network are based on: 

• the Gross Replacement Value ("GRV") of assets utilised rather 
than the book value of assets; 

• a Real Pre-Tax Average Cost of Capital of 6.83%; and 

• a reduction for accounting depreciation charges included within 
the direct maintenance costs. 

13.6 The return on assets charges proposed by Aurizon Network 
amounts to circa $39 million (net of depreciation) over the UT 4 
period, with approximately - /a of the total cost relating to assets of 
the STS group. 

13.7 In prior access undertaking agreements, the ROA calculation has 
been applied to historical cost written down value of assets. 

13.8 The GRV approach involves calculating a return on assets, where 
the asset values are represented by "the current cost to replace 
existing assets with assets that have the capacity to provide the 
/eve/ of service that meets the actual and reasonably projected 
demand and are, if appropriate, modern equivalent assets"38

. 

13.9 Modern equivalent asset ("MEA") reflects a theoretical asset with 
which an existing asset's service potentia l could be restored with 
modern technology. In practice, the MEA reflects any differences 
between the productive capacity of a new asset compared to an 
existing asset. 

13.10 An annuity stream, representing the required return on assets is 
derived from the GRV values. The annuity stream is calculated 
having regard for the useful economic life of the asset and applying 
an appropriate discount rate. 

~ A brief comparison of the WA Rail Access Code approach to calculating ceiling cost with the 
conventional Depreciated Optimised Replacement Cost Methodology. 
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RSMBC Findings 

Mathematical accuracy of the ROA calculation and supporting 
information 

13.11 RSMBC has undertaken a review of Aurizon Network's ROA 
calculation and conclude that it is mathematically accurate with the 
following exception: 

• In respect of motor vehicles in the STS and AM groups, Aurizon 
Network utilises an asset life of 90 to 99 years. This has 
resulted in an understatement of the ROA as a result of the 
useful economic lives of motor vehicles being overstated. 
Aurizon Network has advised that the typical useful lives of 
these assets ranges from between 6 and 17 years. Utilising a 
midpoint of these lives of 11.5 years, as set out in the table 
below, would result in an increase to the ROA would increase 
by circa $1.8 million per year from FY 2014 to FY 2017. 

. . - ~ 

GRV ' ·GRV 
•. Annuity • Annuity · ·Potential' 

'9o io gg -year: ' 11.5 .y.e ar • i ncr_ea~ 
. _ useful life· useful life • in ROA 

, M_C?to r:, ve~ic:_les . _ • ~ - . ' $ . . :$ , 

STS 
AM 

Total 

437,000 
1,589,000 

2,026,000 

820,000 
2,981 ,500 

3,801,500 

383,000 
1,392,500 

1,775,500 

13.12 The values assigned to assets under the GRV methodology adopted 
by Aurizon Network reflect the historical cost of asset purchases, 
except where significant assets are to be purchased over the UT 4 
period. Where assets are to be purchased over the UT 4 period, 
Aurizon Network has valued the assets at the expected acquisition 
cost or, where applicable, at the MEA of the existing assets. The 
table below sets out a summary of assets to be valued at a value 
other than historical cost: 

Assigned 
Asset Value 

Asset description Division number S 

Cleaner ballast high production machine STS MMY021 33,000,000 
Mainline tamper STS MMA070 15,000,000 
Mainline tamper STS MMA062 15,000,000 
Mainline tamper STS MMA055 15,000,000 
Mainline tamper STS MMA056 15,000,000 
Mainline tamper STS MMA072 15,000,000 
S\1\oitch t amper STS MMA059 13,000,000 
S\1\oitch tamper STS MMA076 13,000,000 
Wagons STS MMC010 9,000,000 

Total 143,000,000 
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13.13 The existing ballast cleaner has a historical cost of $7.3 million. The 
replacement cost assigned by Aurizon Network of $33 million is 
based on the following: 

• 

• 

purchase of new ballast cleaner at a cost of circa $39.7 million, 
excluding contingencies (projected to be made outside the UT 4 
regulatory period) ; and 

the capital investment approval request39 prepared by Aurizon 
Network in relation to the new ballast cleaner states that the 
new ballast cleaner is expected to operate at 113% of the 
capacity of the current machine. Accordingly, the MEA of the 
existing machine is $35.1 million and therefore, the 
replacement cost assigned by Aurizon Network does not 
appears unreasonable. 

39 Stage Gate Process: Capital expenditure Feasibility Investment Approval Request - Ballast 
Fouling Removal Project- Ballast Cleaning Fleet Tranche 2- November 2013 

13.14 The two switch tamping machines are expected to be operational 
from October 2013, replacing two existing machines. The cost of 
the new machines is materially consistent with capital expenditure 
planning documentation provided by Aurizon Network. 

13.15 The five mainline tamping machines will be brought on-line 
progressively from October 2014 to July 2015, replacing existing 
machines. The cost of the new machines is materially co nsistent 
with capital expenditure planning documentation provided by 
Aurizon Network. 

13.16 Aurizon Network proposes to acquire wagons with a value of $9 
million with circa $6 million of wagons to be commissioned in FY 
2014 and $3 million to be commissioned in FY 2015. The purchase 
of the wagons is consistent with the forecast maintenance set out in 
the "High level and detailed review of forecast maintenance cost" 
report prepared by SKM . 

13.17 We recommend that QCA undertakes a periodic review of the STS 
and AM assets over the UT 4 period to ensure that the forecast asset 
purchases are undertaken in accordance with UT4. To the extent 
that assets included in UT4 are not acquired by Aurizon Network, 
the actual return on assets over the UT 4 period should be adjusted 
accordingly. 
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Asset classification methodology 

13.18 The ROA calculation is based on data extracted from the Aurizon 
Netvvork fixed asset register. Aurizon Network has extracted asset 
information for cost centres relevant to STS and AM. In respect of 
STS, assets are classified by ballast cleaning, resurfacing and rail 
grinding. 

13.19 On the basis of our review, we consider that only assets relevant to 
maintenance activities have been included in the ROA calculation. 

13.20 The GRV methodology assumes that assets are always in "as new" 
condition. Therefore, the costs incurred in respect of major periodic 
maintenance (maintenance to restore assets to an as new 
condition,) should be excluded under the GRV methodology. 

13.21 Aurizon Netvvork has advised that major periodic maintenance is 
excluded from the maintenance cost allowance. We have made 
enquires of SKM as to whether the maintenance costs exclude 
major periodic maintenance, however, as at the date of this report, 
we have not been able to obtain confirmation as to the nature of 
maintenance costs included. 

13.22 To the extent that Aurizon Network are compensated for major 
periodic maintenance in respect of STS and AM assets, the 
compensation will be overstated under the GRV methodology. 

13.23 Aurizon Network has advised that1 in the event that the GRV 
methodology is not adopted, Aurizon Netvvork will seek to include an 
allowance for major periodic maintenance on STS and AM assets. 

Utilisation of Replacement Cost 

13.24 

13.25 

In UT3 Aurizon Network calculated the return on maintenance I 

assets by applying a rate of return to the written down book value of 
assets (return on capital), plus a depreciation charge (return of 
capital). 

Aurizon Network has stated that it considers this approach to be 
flawed as the asset charges t hat result from this approach would not 
be expected to prevail in a competitive market. Aurizon Network 
considers that the return on assets shoUld be based on replacement 
cost, rather than historical written down value, for the following 
reasons: 

• 

• 

many of the maintenance services undertaken by Aurizon 
Network are contestable. However, the services are provided 
internally on the basis that users of the declared service benefit 
through economies of scale in plant and people and economies 
of scope in expertise. On this basis, Aurizon Network considers 
that the efficient price fo r maintenance should reflect the price 
that would prevail in an efficient market; 

a return on assets calculation based on historical written value 
does not reflect the cost that would be expected to prevail in an 
efficient market; and 

• replacement costs appropriately reflect the opportunity costs of 
providing the maintenance services. 
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13.26 

13.27 

In considering whether the adoption of replacement cost as a basis 
for the calculating return on assets is reasonable, we have had 
regard to the following matters: 

• on the basis that the return on assets should reflect a return 
that compensates Aurizon Network for the commercial risks 
involved in providing the maintenance service, it is reasonable 
that the return on assets calculation be based on an estimated 
market return; 

• 

• 

historical written down asset values reflect the depreciated 
historical cost of the assets. Consequently, a return based on 
the written down value of the assets will not necessarily be 
consistent with value of those assets to a third party service 
provider. In a competitive environment, service providers can 
be expected to price their services having regard for the 
opportunity costs of utilising the assets to provide the 
maintenance services; and 

the use of replacement costs takes account of the opportunity 
costs of utilising the assets to provide the maintenance 
services. 

Having regard for the matters set out above, we consider that it is 
reasonable to utilise the replacement cost of assets rather than 
historical cost written down values as the basis for the calculation of 
return on assets. 

Impact of replacement cost v historical cost 

13.28 We have assessed the impact over the UT4 period on the return on 
asset costs of the utilisation of asset's book values instead of the 
GRV by estimating the return on assets that would be generated in 
the event that historical cost written down value was utilised. 

13.29 It should be noted that that the assessment below does not include 
an allowance for the major periodic maintenance costs that would be 
reflected within maintenance costs under the historical cost written 
down value methodology (but not under the GRV methodology) as 
we have not been provided with, nor are we able to make an 
accurate estimate of, these costs. The major periodic maintenance 
costs would need to be deducted from the difference in the fo llowing 
table to fully ·assess the difference of the change in methodologies 
over the UT4 period. 

13.30 The table below sets out a summary of the comparison of the return 
on assets generated utilising GRV and historical cost written dow n 
value (in Real FY 2012 dollars). 

~~-- --- , Pi.. ·,fy · ---~ .~.--~ ffy .. ___ ·1 
• 1tlH ' '1011} ~ ~ <QfJt ii 1 21)17 I 'I mal • 
L - - -- - - ---- - - - ' .:._ -- t - -~ - ' - _-_,.\ 
GRV me1hodo logy 

Return on as sets 

Less deprec1ation 

Return on assets net of depreciation 

Historical cost methodo lo gy 

Historica l cost (JVDVJ opening bal at1ce 

Plus addit ions 

l ess disposals 

Less deprec•al•on 

Histo rical cost (WO'V) closing balance 

Return on assets (WACC 6.83%) 

Net differe nce before allowance for Major P eriodic Maintenance "' 3,711,109 1,924,642 3,037,737 4,401,723 13,075,21 1 

* the cost of major per iod maintenance of maintenance assets is required to be deducted from the above net difference to reflect the full impact on costs 
over lhe Uf4 period 
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13.31 

13.32 

In estimating the return on assets utilising historical cost written 
down values we have made the following assumptions: 

• historical cost written down asset values are sourced from the 
corporate fixed asset register provided by Aurizon Network; 

• depreciation is sourced from the UT 4 maintenance submission 
30 April2013; 

• asset additions are consistent with the asset additions 
disclosed by Aurizon for the purposes of the GRV calculation as 
set out in paragraph 2.10. The purchase of the ballast cleaner 
(GRV of $33 million) is excluded from the historical cost 
methodology on the basis the new machine is not scheduled to 
be commissioned until FY 2018. Interest charges during 
construction of the ballast cleaner have not been considered in 
our calculation; and 

• disposals represent the written down value of the assets 
replaced by the asset additions. 

The historical cost methodology should include an allowance for 
major periodic maintenance. As set out in paragraph 13.29, we are 
unable to quantify the appropriate allowance. The inclusion of an 
allowance for major periodic maintenance would increase the return 
available to Aurizon Network under the historical cost methodology. 

Pre-Tax Weighted Average Cost of Capital 

13.33 We have rev iewed supporting documentation provided by Aurizon 
Network for the Real Pre~Tax WACC utilised in the GRV calculation 
and undertaken a high level assessment of reasonableness based 
on the Regulatory WACC proposed by Aurizon Network. The 
reconciliation from the Regulatory WACC proposed by Aurizon 
Network to the Real Pre-Tax WACC is set out in the table below. 

Real pre tax WACC 

Capital structure (Debt%) 55% 
Inflation rate 2 .50% 
Effective tax rate 22 .50% 

Post tax nom ina I cost of equity 10.15% 
Pre tax nominal cost debt 6 .56% 

Weighted post tax cost of equity 4.57% 
Weighted pre t ax cost of debt 3 .61% 

Vanilla WACC 8.18"/o 

Weight ed P re tax nominal cost of equity (Weight ed p ost tax cost of equity I (1-effect ive tax rate)) 5 .89% 
Weight ed pre tax nominal cos t of debt 3 .61% 
Nominal pre tax WACC 9.50% 

Real pre tax WACC [(1+ pre tax WACC) I (1+inflation ratel·1] 6.83% 

13.34 Aurizon Network has adopted a "Vanilla WACC" of 8.18% as the 
proposed regulatory WACC. The Vanilla WACC comprises a post
tax nominal cost of equity and a nominal pre-tax cost of debt. 

13.35 In calculating the return on assets using the GRV methodology, 
Aurizon Network has utilised a real pre-tax WACC of 6.83%. 
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13.36 The real pre-tax WACC of 6.83% is calculated on a consistent basis 
with the Vanilla WACC after adjusting for the following: 

• adjusting the nominal post-tax cost of equity to reflect a real 
pre-tax cost of ~quity assuming an effective tax rate of 22.5% 
(incorporating the impact of franking credits) and an inflation 
rate of 2.5%; and 

• adjusting the nominal pre-tax cost of debt to reflect a real pre
tax cost of debt assuming an inflation rate of 2.5%. 

13.37 On the basis that the real pre-tax WACC of 6.83% is calculated on a 
consistent basis with the Vanilla WACC, we consider that the WACC 
used to calculate the return on assets under the GRV methodology 
is reasonable. Any change to the regulatory Vanilla WACC of 
8.18% would require the above real pre-tax WACC of 6.83% to be 
adjusted, accordingly. 

Consideration of Stakeholder Submissions 

QRC, RTCA & BMA/BMC 

13.38 QRC raised a concern with "Modern Equivalent Asset" approach 
stating that not only should the asset value be adjusted for differing 
productivity between modern and old equipment, but operating and 
maintenance costs should also be adjusted. 

13.39 QRC contended that the written down value of the asset should be 
used along with its commensurate operating costs. 

13.40 QRC also raised that, to the extent that return on asset includes a 
return on additional assets that are forecast to be purchased, it is 
important to include a mechanism to ensure that this component of 
the charge is excluded from the cost build up if these assets are not 
purchased as per the forecast (as occurred in UT3). 

13.41 QRC's submission was supported by RTCA in its submission. 

13.42 BMAIBMS raised an issue that the use of modern equivalent asset 
values creates significant complexities with respect to the estimation 
of the maintenance costs of new machines (relative to the existing 
fleet) and this needs to be taken into account 

RSMBC Comments 

13.43 RSMBC considers that the approach proposed by AUrizon Network 
is reasonable on the basis that: 

• the return on assets should reflect a return that compensates 
Aurizon Network for the commercial risks involved in providing 
the maintenance service, it is reasonable that the return on 
assets calculation be based on an estimated market return; 

• historical written down asset values reflect the depreciated 
historical cost of the assets. Consequently, a return based on 
the written down value of the assets w ill not necessari ly be 
consistent with value of those assets to a third party service 
provider. In a competitive environment, service providers can 
be expected to price their services having regard for the 
opportunity costs of utilising the assets to provide the 
maintenance services; and 

• the use of replacement costs takes account of the opportunity 
costs of utilising the assets to provide the maintenance 
services. 
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13.44 RSMBC has highlighted that major periodic maintenance costs 
under the proposed approach are not to be included within the 
maintenance costs allowance. We have been advised by Aurizon 
Network that major periodic maintenance costs are excluded from 
maintenance costs. However, as at the date of this report, we have 
not been able to obtain confirmation of this statement. 

13.45 RSMBC agrees that there is a needs to be a mechanism to ensure 
that the asset acquisitions utilised for prepare the ROA calculations 
are acquired at or around the forecast dates. A recommendation 
has been raised to QCA accordingly. 

Conclusion 

13.46 We consider that it is reasonable to utilise the replacement cost of 
assets rather than the historical written down values as the basis for 
the calculation of return on assets. 

13.47 We have reviewed the mathematical accuracy of Aurizon Network's 
calculation and noted that the ROA on motor vehicles has been 
understated due to the utilisation of useful lives for these assets of 
90 to 99 years. 

13.48 In the event that Aurizon Network adopted a 6 to 17 year useful I ife 
for motor vehicles rather than asset lives of 90 to 99 years, the ROA 
would increase by circa $1.8 million per year (estimated based on 
the mid-point asset life of 11.5 years) from FY 2014 to FY 2017. 

13.49 We have reviewed the calculation of the GRV for material assets 
within Aurizon Network's calculations and consider that calculations 
as reasonable. 

13.50 We consider that only assets relevant to maintenance activities have 
been included in the ROA calculation. 

13.51 The GRV methodology assumes that assets are always in "as new" 
condition. Therefore, the costs incurred in respect of major periodic 
maintenance should be excluded under the GRV methodology. We 
have been advised by Aurizon Network that major periodic 
maintenance costs are excluded from maintenance costs. However, 
as at the date of this report, we have not been able to obtain 
confirmation of this statement. We recommend that QCA obtain 
confirmation t hat major periodic maintenance costs are not included 
in respect of STS and AM assets. 

13.52 We recommend that QCA undertake a periodic review of the STS 
and AM assets over the UT 4 period to ensure that the forecast asset 
purchases are undertaken in accordance with UT 4. To the extent 
that assets included in UT4 are not acquired by Aurizon Network, 
the actual return on assets over the UT 4 period should be adjusted 
accordingly. 

13.53 We estimate that the difference in the overall UT4 costs from 
adopting the GRV methodology rather than historical cost is up to 
$13 million over the UT4 period. However, this assessment does 
take into account the allowance for the major periodic maintenance 
costs that would be reflected within maintenance costs under the 
historical cost written down value methodology (but not under the 
GRV methodology) as we have not been provided with, nor are 
unable to make an accurate estimate of, these costs. The major 
periodic maintenance costs would need to be deducted from the 
difference to fully assess the difference of the change in 
methodologies over the UT 4 period. 

13.54 We consider the real pre-tax WACC of 6.83% is calculated on a 
consistent basis with the Vanilla WACC, we consider that the WACC 
used to calculate the return on assets under the GRV methodology 
is reasonable. Any change to the regulatory Vanilla WACC of 
8.18% would require the above real pre-tax WACC of 6.83% to be 
adjusted, accordingly. 
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14. Maintenance Submission - Return on 
Inventory and Working Capital 

Scope 

14.1 RSMBC has been requested by QCA to : 

• request copies of Aurizon Network's calculations for the 
assigning of inventory values to below rail coal activities and 
assess for reasonableness , mathematical accuracy and, for a 
sample of items test the ca lculations back to supporting 
documentation; 

• request copies of Aurizon Network's calculations for the return 
on working capital and assess for reasonableness and 
mathematical accuracy; and 

• through discussions with Aurizon Network, assess the 
reasonableness of Aurizon Network's proposed return in 
inventory charges in light of the proposed change in modelling 
to include no intra-year cash flows which, prima facie, negates 
the need for a working capital I inventory allowance. 

14.2 As part of the above process, RSMBC has been requested by QCA 
to consider relevant submissions from QRC, Asciano, BMA and 
BMC and RTCA. 

RSMBC Findings 

14.3 Aurizon Network has included the following costs in relation to 
Returns on Inventory and Working Capital within its UT 4 
maintenance cost forecasts (in Real FY 2012 dollars). 

($ 'million} 

Return on Inventory 1.206 1.206 1.206 1.206 

Return on Working Capital 1.079 1.163 1.197 1.218 

Total 2.285 2.369 2.403 2.424 

Source: Aurizon Network UT4 maintenance submission and Aurizon Network 
calculations 

14.4 RSMBC noted that in Volume 3 of the 2013 Draft Access 
Undertaking, Aurizon Network has proposed a change in the 
modelling framework for UT 4, compared to UT3. The UT3 model 
assumed all costs and revenues are incurred at the end of the year. 
The free cash flow (or post-tax revenue) is then discounted by half 
the WACC based on the assumption that revenue is recovered 
uniformly across the year and therefore available for reinvestment. 
Currently, a working capital allowance is applied to recognise the 
need to manage these intra-year cash flows. 

14.5 Under the proposed modelling framework, no intra-year discounting 
is applied. However, the need for a working capital allowance is no 
longer required. Aurizon Network states on page 275 of Volume 3 
of the 2013 Draft Access Undertaking that it has therefore, not 
included a working capital allowance in its proposed operating 
expenditure allowance for UT 4. 

14.6 The inclusion of a Return on Inventory and Return on Working 
Capital in the maintenance component of the operating expenditure 
forecast appears, prima-facie, contradictory to the above statement 
as the definition of working capital is generally accepted to include 
inventory. 
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RSM Bird Cameron 

14.7 RSMBC sought clarification from Aurizon Network in relation to the 
above. Aurizon Network has advised that the 'working capita l 
allowance' related to the UT3 methodology requiring Aurizon 
Network to be compensated for the volatility inherent in the intra 
year cash flows, due to the UT3 modelling assuming smooth cash 
flows across the year with no volatility. This compensation for the 
volatility in the cash flows was termed as a "Working Capital 
Allowance". The terminology of 'Working Capital Allowance" did not 
represent a return on working capital. RSMBC has confirmed the 
above statement with QCA. 

14.8 On the basis of the above, we consider it reasonable for Aurizon 
Network to include a return on working capital and inventory within 
the maintenance costs claim. 

Calculation of return on inventory 

14.9 Aurizon Network advised that the following steps were undertaken 
to calculate the value of maintenance related inventory and 
associated the return on inventory: 

• the 30 June inventory balance for all of Aurizon Network was 
extracted from the SAP inventory system, by depot/location; 

• from this , the maintenance depots/locations were identified, as 
either maintenance-dedicated depots (1 00% of the stock is 
used in network maintenance), or locations where the inventory 
is used for more than just network maintenance works; 

• for 100% maintenance depots, the CQCN inventory value was 
estimated, based on the share of FY12 labour hours booked to 
CQCN maintenance works (as opposed to, for example, works 
for Queensland Rail or minor capital works) . The outcome of 
this was that 52% of the inventory balance was deemed to be 
for CQCN maintenance. T he one exception to this was the Rail 
Services depot at Paget, which is 100% dedicated to the 
CQCN; 

• for shared depots, the maintenance usage was obtained from 
the materials and logistics accountant. Based on the 
maintenance usage, it was assessed that 55% of the stock was 
used for maintenance (45% for capex). Therefore, the CQCN 
maintenance component was set at 29% for these plants (55% 
of 52%); 

• the exception to the above is the concrete sleeper depot at 
Rockhampton, where on advice from the materials and logistics 
accountant, the maintenance allocation was reduced to 20%, to 
reflect the fact that the sleepers are mainly used for capital 
works ; and 

• the result of the above was that $17.6 million of the $42.1 
million of inventory on hand was assigned to CQCN 
maintenance (42%). 

14.10 The real pre-tax WACC of 6.83% was then assigned to the $17.6 
million to arrive at a Return on Inventory figure of $1.206 million. 

14.11 RSMBC has reviewed Aurizon Network's calculations underpinning 
the above calculation and no issues have been noted. We therefore 
consider the return on inventory calculation to be reasonable. 

14.12 As noted in parag raph 13.37, on the basis that the real pre-tax 
WACC of 6. 83% is calculated on a consistent basis with the Vanilla 
WACC, we consider that the WACC used to calculate the return on 
inventory is reasonable. Any change to the regulatory Vanilla 
WACC of 8.18% would require the above real pre-tax WACC of 
6.83% to be adjusted accordingly. 
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Calculation of return on working capital 

14.13 Aurizon Network advised that the working capital allowance was 
calculated as the average monthly maintenance costs multiplied by 
the real pre-tax WACC of 6.83% as set out in the table below. 

($'million) 

Annual maintenance costs 189.51 204.26 210.33 213.92 

Monthly maintenance cost 15.79 17.02 17.53 17.83 

Return on Working 1.079 1.163 1.197 1.218 
Capital at 6.83% 

(FY 2012 Real Dollars) 

14.14 Aurizon Network advised that the assumption that one month of 
costs are required to be funded was on the basis on the average 
credit terms Aurizon Network has with its customers and therefore 
represents the time difference between when work is completed, 
and when payment is received. 

14.15 The above calculation does not appear to take into account 
consideration of credit terms Aurizon Network has with its external 
maintenance providers. For maintenance work undertaken by 
internal labour, the costs related to the work will be paid at 
approximately the same time as the work is incurred (dependant on 
the frequency that employees are paid). However, for some 
externally procured services, we would expect that an entity the size 
of Aurizon Network, would negotiate credit terms with external 
suppliers such that there is also a lag between when goods are 
supplied, or work is undertaken, and when Aurizon Network pays for 
these supplies or work. 

14.16 Therefore, we consider that the return on working capital calculation 
should be reduced to reflect supplier payment terms. 

14.17 Table 23, page 113 of the UT4 maintenance submission, Aurizon 
Network disclosed that 51% (FY 2014) to 52% (FY 2015 onwards) 
of maintenance costs are from externally procured resources. 

14.18 We therefore consider it reasonable that the return on working 
capital allowance be reduced by 51% to 52%. 

14.19 The revised return on working capital would consequently be as set 
out below. 

($ 'million) 

Return on Working 
Capital at 6.83% 

(FY 2012 Real Dollars) 

0.529 0.558 0.575 0.585 

14.20 As noted in paragraph 13.37, on the basis that the real pre-tax 
WACC of 6.83% is calculated on a consistent basis with the Vanilla 
WACC, we consider that the WACC used to calculate the return on 
inventory is reasonable. Any change to the regulatory Vanilla 
WACC of 8.18% would require the above real pre-tax WACC of 
6.83% to be adjusted, accordingly. 

Consideration of Stakeholder Submissions 

14.21 No stakeholder submissions were identified that were relevant to the 
review of return on working capital and inventory. 
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Conclusion 

14.22 Based on the work undertaken we consider that the : 

• proposed return on inventory included within the UT 4 
maintenance submission appears reasonable; and 

• proposed return on working capital included within the UT4 
maintenance submission should be reduced to reflect the 
supplier credit terms that Aurizon Network would be able to 
obtain in relation to externally procured resources. 

14.23 Table 23, page 113 of the UT 4 maintenance submission, Aurizon 
Network disclosed that 51% (FY 2014) to 52% (FY 2015 onwards) 
of maintenance costs are from externally procured resources. 
Consequently, we consider that the return on working capital should 
be amended to the costs set out below. 

($'million) 

Return on Working 
Capital at 6.83% 

(FY 2012 Real Doll ars) 

0.529 0.558 0.575 0.585 
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